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VOL. XI.— NO.

HOLLAND,

31.

\TAN PUTTEN, Wm.,

Dealer in Drugs. Medlctnes Paints, Oils, etc.; ProprletorofDr.
W. Van Den Bbbo’h Family Medicines ; Eighth St.

WEEKLYNEWSPAPER.

V

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

V

OFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND’S BLOCK.

luces.
Furniture.

WILLIAM

II.

ROGERS.

Honey, $

Picture Frames, etc. : River street.

Terms of Subsoription:

month.

Y HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers & Sons, Proprietors.The only first-classHotel in the

ri IT

v/

citv. Is located iu the business center of the town,
and has one of the largestand best sample rooms
In the State. Free bus in connection wiin the Ho-

One

sijiirtre
of ton lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
tel. Holland,
Insertion,and 23 cents for each subsequent
nsertlon for any period under three raouthe.
rst

Mich.

”
3 “
Column
X1 "
“

3 50
5
8
........ ......... 5 00
8 00 10
................
................. 10 00 17
................ 17 IK) 25
................ 25 00 40

00
00
00
00
00
00

has good facilities for the traveling public,and its
table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommodation of guests. Holland, Mich.

|«
17 00
25 00
40 (X)
65 00

O

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,

Bran. A. 100 lbs
Feed, $ ton ......................
®
V 100 lb .....................
Bariev, 100 lb ..............
Middling, $ 100 lb ...............
Flour, tibri ...... ................
Pearl Barley, $100 lb ...............

®
®
®
®
®
Rye V bn
..................... ®
Corn Meal V 100
..............®
Fine Corn Meal E HO lbs ......... ®

J.

may be found on tile at Geo.
ill ID raXEjap. Rowell & Co's Newspaper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW

YORK.

13

I/'UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats aud
vegetables; Meat Market ou 8th street.

Chicago & West Michigan Railway.

p.m. a.

tKWO

9

m

a.

IV

ITAN DER HAAR,

U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.

1882.

V

cagi
From Chicago

m.

Hollanc
inn.

Banufaetoriei,11111:, Sbopi, Etc.

Mix- Nt’i
ed. Exp.

p.m. a. m.

a.

OAUELS, VAN PUTTEN * CO.,

Proprietors
of Ptugger Mill*; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

1

m.

20 11 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 8 0J 5 15

in

its

many

physicians, one of

12 25 12 50 1 10

.....

\X7TLMS, P. U. Manufactureirttf Wooden, and
YY Iron aud Wood combination Pumps. Cor10th and River streets.

Nourr Public:.

Bangor. ... 200 5 15 3 35

0 2 45

..

.St.

Joseph.

..

P., Juitice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Office at his residenceNew Holland,

O

Michigan.

40 8 05 2 00

12

—A

Poor Man's Wife.

Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Bone Liniment
man and beast and is a balm for
every wound. Sold by all druggists.
40-tf.

Any

PbyileUai.

person with a Cough, Cold, or any

in the first
Physician and Surgeon, can be
stage
of
Consumption
foil
be
relieved
and
found in his office, on River street,next door
On Saturday night the Night express north runs to D. R. Meengs, drug store, on Tuesdays,Thurs- cured by Eilert’s Extract of Tar and Wild
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at days. and Saturdays, and the balance of the week
he will treat the Eye aud Ear at No. 132 Monroe Cherry. It is especiallyprepared for
Holland 2:21 Sunday morning.
st., Grand Rapids,
0-ly

IYE8T, R.

p.m.

Mich.

a.

IV

Holland.

m.

m.

p.m.

20 *8 15 3 25 ....Holland..... 11 45 *9?<i +1010

OCUIPHORST, L.

5 85 9 40 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 11 35 8 40 9 55

O

6 15 10 00 4 05 ....Grandville...
11 00 7 10 9 05

a.

m. p.m.

a.

m.

it.

2

m. p.m.

to

ANTING, A.

G.. Physician and Surgeon ;
*Y1 office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 p.
26-ly.

a.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
lery

m. p. m. a.

45

30 8 25 11 45 ....Holland. ... 8 25 10 45 t» 40

in.

a. in.

p.

m.

B. P. the leading Photographer,
Galopposite this office.
Watchii sad

Children have health and Mothers rest
when Dr. Winchell’s Teething Syrup is
used. It produces natural sleep, regulates
and diarrhoea
other causes.

Sold by all druggists at 25 cts. a bottle.

pre

the appetite,give a smooth glossy coat,
and keeps the animal in good condition.

Jmlry.
All druggists sell it.

12 15 ...West Olive... 8 05 10 05

00

0

12 20

____

>REYMAN,OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
13 dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
1

Bushkill ....

12 25

and Blshtb Street.

9

$....

\17YKHUYSEN,

YY

H„ dealer in Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and

Cedar streets, Holland,

Mich.

24-ly.

6 50 4 5W 12 50 ...Ferrysburg... 2 30 9 00 8 35
7 20 4 50 1 20 ... Muskegon... 2 06 8 15 8 00
p.

m.

p.

p.m.

m.

to
Allegan.
ALLEGAN

a.

BRANCH.

m.

.

i

From Allegan to
Holland.
a. m. p. m.
a. m. p. m.
•10 45 3 25 ........ Holland ....... 11 45 •5 45
11 15

8 49

It

20

5 10

11 35

400

11

07

4 55

00

10

4 15

58

o.

ft o. r.

Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, Holland,Mich. , on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers arecordlally invited .
Thos. MoMastxb, N. G.
William Bumoabtkl. R. 8.

F. ft A. X.
ARiouLARCommunication of Unity Lodgr,

4 15

WILL YOU SUFFER with Dyspepalaand Liver
Complaint? Shiloh’a Vitalizer la guaranteedto
cure you. bold by D. R. Meenga.
SLEELPE8S NIGHTS, made mlaerable bv that
terriblecough. Shiloh's Cure ia the remedy for
you. Sold by D. R. Meenga.

Societies.

p. in.

From Holland

1

THAT ACKING COUGH can be bo quickly
We guaranteeIt. Sold

cured by Shlloh'B Cure.
by D. K. Mecngs.
.

5

6 35 4 15 12 40 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40 9 10 8 40

m.

CATARRH CURED, health and aweet breath
aecnred by Sbiloh’a Catarrh Remedy. Price, 50
centa. Nasal Injectorfree. Sold by D. R. Meenge
FOR LAME BACK. Side or Cheat use Bhiloh’a
Porous Plaster. Price 85 centa. Sold by D. K.
Meenga,

4 40 ........ Allegan ........ 10 30
a.

IwintM

3 80

m. p.m.

work of annihilation.Orders are coming

Jlirertonj.

in for it from all parta of the State, for
blasting stumps aud stones. It’s a sure
go. R. Kanters & Sons are the agenia for
fOWARD.M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
Ottawa, Allegan, Kent and Muskegon
L Notary Public; River etreet.
Attomyi.

AfOBRIDK, & CARROLL, Attorneys at Law,
jVL Lepplg'4 Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

to.

Counties.

-

DARKS, W.

1

H. Attorney and Conncelorat
corner of River and Eighth streets.

_

Ift-tf

SHILOH'S COUGH and Consumption Care

20-tf

EACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and

dealer in Grain. Flour and Prodnce. Highmarket price paid for wheat. OfBcs in Brick
store cor Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17
est

Dregs aaA Xsdleiasi.

D.

my

prices

BERTSCH.

Notice.
All persons who desire to obtain summer wood at “Fixter’s Factory” will leave
orders for the same at G. Van Pulten &

J. O, Dealer lu Drugs and Medlorder before
clues, Paints and oils, Brashes, Ac. Physiciansprescriptions carefullyput up. Eighth st.

U

2fi-4w

;

“Yes,” replied Ethelbert; “and it

is

:

JOS.

_________ ________ ______ __________

,

FIXTER.

_ ___________

____________

“And

will

you buy me some ice-cream?” -Filed.

The City Clerk reported that no objections had been filed in the clerk’soffice to
special Assessment Roll of east Twelfth
Street Special AssessmentDistrict and
that notice had been given two weeks In
the

Holland City News,

according

to

the requirementsof law.
By Aid. Ter Vree—
huotved. That the Assessment Roll for
the East Twelfth Street Special Assessment District, reported by the Board of
Assesssors, August 16th, 1882, be and the

same is hereby confirmed us reported.—
Adopted by the following yeas and nays.
Yeas 7, Nays 0.
Common ConnellNOTICESAND INTRODUCTION OF BILLS.
Aid. Harrington gave notice that at the
Holland. Mich., September 1862.
The Common Council met in regular next meeting of the Common Council, the
Commitee on Ways and Means would insession and was milled to order by the
troduce an ordinancemaking the General
mayor.
AppropriationBill for the City of Holland,
Members present, Mayor Beach, Aideryear A. D. 1882.
men Ter Vree, Harrington, Beukema, for the fiscal
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Williams, Winter, Kramer and the Clerk.
By Aid. E. J. Harrington—
Minutes of the two last meetings were
Ruohed, That the amount of the special
read and approved.
Assessment of East Twelfth Street Special
PKirriONBAND ACCOUNTS.
Assessment District be and the same is
The following bills were presented for hereby divided into three equal inslallpayment:
meuts to be collected as follows: the first
M. Klaaaen, sifting gravel, ............
$20 00 installment of four hundred dollars,on
J. Plulm, labor and sifting gravel, ..........18 «0
on the first day of Febuary, A. D. 1888;
G. J. Van Kerkfort. teaming .................
62 98
Geo. H. Stpp. freightand cartage on oil ..... 5 30 the second installmentof four hundred
Geo. H. Stpp, sal. as Director of the Poor... . 13 88 dollars,on the first day of Febuary, A. D.
P. H. McBride, sal. as City Attorney ........ 12 50
1884; the third installmentof four hundred
C. Lamlaal, *• “ “ Treasurer ........2J 91
Geo. II. Blpp, .....
Clerk ........... 29 16 dollars,on the first day of Febuary, A. I).
Ed. Vanpelf, “ •• “ Marshal .........25 00 1885, with interest at the rate of seven
Mr. Tubergon.3# week house rent for Mrs.
per cent annually, payable annually.onall
Juffera ..................
1 75
—Allowed and warrants ordered issued on sjms unpaid, unless the Common Council
in each year as above slated, should ordot
the City Treasurer for the several amounts,
that for each install men t,as it becomes due,
na routs or standing couMirntes.
the special tax required to be raised in
The Committee on Streets and Bridges, such year, be reported to the Supervisor
reported as follows:
of the City of Holland, to be spread on
Gentlemen:— Your Committee on the annual lax roll for such fiscal year, as
Streetsand Bridges, to whom was referred a special lax upon the several lots and
the petitionof Macatawu Park Association premises of said district, as provided by
of the City of Holland,praying for a lease
the charter.— Adopted. *
of west end of Fifth street, in the City of
By Aid. Beukema—
Holland, for wharflng and landing priviResulted,That the Committee on Streets
lege, respectfullyreport that they have bad
and Bridges, with the City Attorney, are
the same under considerationand would
hereby instructed to draw up the necessary
recommend, that the Citv lease to said as- specifications,and conditions,for letting
sociation,that part of the west end of the job of Improving East Twelfth Street,
Fifth street lying, south of the slip and be- on the basis of* the survey and profile
tween the waters of Black Lake and the made by G. J. Diekema, and teport at this
east end of the slip, for the period of five
meeting.— Adopted
years, for wharfage and landing purposes,
By Aid. Ter Vree—
at an annual rental of Five Dollars,per
Reeolved,That the petition of P. A.
year, aud said Associationhave the entire Kleis and others, to donate the lantern in
control and use of any dock that it may
front of tiieirstores to the City, providing
construct on said described premises, the City will furnish the oil and light the
during the continuation of said lease, for same, he taken from the table.— Adopted.
passenger and bagage business,in carrying
Petition granted and the Com. on Streets
passengers to and from this city and Macs- and Bridget instructed to place said lamp
tuwa Park, provided, the same be free, on the outside of the sidewalk.
and provided further, that laid AssociaOn motion of Aid. Kramer the Council
tion in building docks, on said premises, took a recess of five minutes to enable the
are not to interfere in any way, with the Com. on Streets and Bridges to report on
waters in the slip at the west end of Fifth specificationsfor the improvement of East,
fomcuL.i

le

Twellth street.— Adopted.
After recess the Committeeon Streets
and Bridges reported specifications and
conditionsfor the grading, clsying and
graveling of East Twelfth street, and recommended that the same be published
in the Holland City Nkws, and In the
Holland language in De Orondwet, and I)e
Hollander for one half legal rales. (8|ieciflcatlonsprinted in another column.)
By Aid. Kramer,
Rewived, That the Committee on City
Library purchase books for the Library to
the amount ot |50.— Adopted.
By Aid. Kuite,

issue.

in this

free use of the said

52— ly. the property

of the City.

grading, claying and graveling that part

JOHN KRAMER,

of

A.TERVHEE,
JOHN BEUKEMA,

Twelfth

street,

lying between Fish and

J.

River streets, in the City of Holland, iu
accordance with the plans and sperlficatags, envelopes; and all kinds Job printing
Committee. lions on file in the office of the City Clerk
in the Holnnd and English language go to —Adopted by the following vote: Teas: of the City of Holland, and that all perTer Vree, Beukema, Williams, Winter sons that make bids be required to furnish,
the News Office.
and Kramer. Nays, Harrington. Yeas 5. at n place designated by the Clerk of the
Nays 1.
City, a sample of the clay and gravel to tie
The DiitinguiihingCharm.
Aid. Kuite here appeared and took his used In the work, at a time said Clerk
A delightful fragrance of freshly flowers seat.
shall fix in said advertisement.—
Adopted.
and spices is the distinguishing charm of
The Committee on Poor reported preCouncil Adjourned.
senting the semi-monthly report of the diGao. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
Floreston Cologne.

For

Sons store. The money must accompany
wood will be delivered.

T'vOESBURG,

_____ 1: ____________________________________

proved.

premises,ss a public
highway, nor to use any dock or docks
that they may construct ou said premises,
for general commercial purpoaee, and
that all passengers, bagage or freight of
any kind or description, that may pass
over anv dock or docks that may be constructed,shall be free and without charge
FOR SALE.r-Two Parlor wood sieves. or expense to the person or persons using
the same, and further provided, that the
Inquire at Hope Church Parsooage.
City of Holland reserves the right to revoke and annul said lease at any time,
Important to Tranlinand futher provided, that at the end of the
Special iuducementaare offeted you by
lease all tnprovemenlsmade by the assoJleuAted, That the City Clerk, advertise
the Burlington Route. It will pay you to ciation on said premises, are to be left by
that sealed proposalsor bids will be reread their advertisementto be found else- said association,and ate to be considered ceived by the City Clerk for the work of

fifty pieces of Peach
received at the store of^p. where

Law, Bertsch. Come and ascertain
before purchasingelsewhere.

ComaluloiMsrehatt.

D
B

__

One hundred and

Business in Kent, Utlawa and Allegan Counties
be promptly attended
(My
Tarleton just

will

very hot,

sold by na on a guarantee. It enrea consumption. street for navigation, or other public purSold by D. R. Meenga.
poses nor to obstructor interfere in the

SHILOH’S VITALIZER ia what you need for
No. 191, F. * A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland,Mich., on Wednesdayevening, bept. Consumption, Loss of Appetite,Dizzinessand
all svmptonaof Dyapepaia. Price 10 and 75 centa
27, at? j'clock, sharp.
* Mixed trains.
H. C. Matrau.W.M. per bottle. Sold by D. R. Meenga.
t Runs dally, all other trains dally except Sun- D. L. Boyd. Sec'v.
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis
day. All trains ran by Chicago time.
immediatelyrelieved by Shlloh’a Cure. Sold by
The Hercules Powder is still doing its D. R. Meengs.
12 45

p.m. p.m.

is

.

be surprised ot the result.

vents disease, purifies the blood, Improves

TTIGGIN8,
H

to Holland.

p.m.

A.

live to testify of its

an immediate trial, you will

Uncle Sam’s Condition Powder

Pbrtjpzpber.

From Muskegon

Muskegon.

it

Street.

VI

the Night Expressleaves
:30 and arrivesIn Grand Rapids 4 :10 a. m.

From Holland

now

tried it

merits— give

F. J., Physician and Accoucher.
Office over the boot and shoe store of W. the bowels, cures dysentery
Klaasen, on River
40 ly.
arising from teething or

On Sunday morning
Holland

Surgeon;

have

QCHOUTEN,

p

6 35 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45 6 85 8.45

m.

and

Physician

office at the drug store of Schepers& schiphorst; is prepared at all limes, day or night, to
attend to ••calls.’'

5 57 9 20 3 52 ..Hudsonville...11 15 7 40 9 25

a.

Bronchial Complaints. Thousands who

REMERS.M.,

Physician and Surgeon. Rest.
dence on Ninth street, near the cor. of Market street. Office one door west of Van Raalte’s
boot and shoe store. Office hours from 8 a. ro. to
12 m., and from 0 p. m. to 8 p.
60-ly

From Grd. Rapids
to

B.,

13

17

5

Bronchial Complaint or even

9 10

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Holland to
Grand Rapids.
a m. a.m. p. m.

“It

6,

9-ly

3 30 6 00 3 60 ..New Buffalo..Jl 40 1 00 11 55
7 30
5 50 ....Chicago ..... 9 00
a. m. p. m. p. m.
a. m.

spoke.

previous instructions he had issued a warrant on the City Treasurer for |37 50, in
favor of U. Kanters, for 2nd quarter rent of
rooms for fire department purposes.—Ap-

is it not, darling?" she said.

Bedford.
—

is for

oTEGBNGA, A.

1 50 3 10 2 30 .BentonHarbor. 12 50 8.15 2 10
2 05

Engineer.In

lie said.

Ethelbert fell bis heart throbbing against
whom at least is well known to the people bis suspender, and for an instant he could
of New
47— ly.
not reply. But the momentary agitation
was soon over, and be spoke out in clear
mellow tones. “I will do it with pleasMoney for a Rainy Day.
ure.”
“For six years my daughter was sick
The peachy cheek of the girl was laid
from kidney and other disorders. We close to his now, and the velvety lips kissed
had used up our savings on doctors, when him tenderly hack of the left ear. And
then, turning her head slightly, Pansy
our dominie advised us to try Parkers’s
whispered to herself: “I have not lost my
Ginger Tonic. Four bottles eftected a grip."— Chicago Tribune.
cure, aud as a dollar’sworth has kept our

fatpily well over a year, we have been able
B. dealer in Farm Implements
to
lay by money again for a rainy day.”
aud Machinery,cor. River snd Ninth Street.

V

2 55 7 20 4 45

00 12 15 1 55 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 5 45 8 55

12

me, Pansy,”

The Clerk reported,that according to

\7AN RAALTE,
10 40 10 10 12 08 East Saugatuck 3 05 7 35 5 00
10 55 10 40 12 20 ....Richmond...

to

him. He

CHtholicon.” We have

in practice by

EiRhth and Fish Street. All kinds ot sausages constantly on hand.

Mail.

“Come

Presently Pansy

I1UTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market, near corner

^oads.

TOWNS.

ritory.

Additional £ocul.

chisi’s Uterine

Beat Market!.

to

_

,

Hotel.

that no paper will be continued after date.

miJTQ DA OK'D

From Holland
to Chicago.
NTt Mix- Mail.
Exp. ed.

lbs

;

The Street Commissionerreported for
the month ot August, 1882.— Filed.
I)OONE II„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
13 and barn on Market el reel. Everythingfirst- worth, and we recommend the afflicted to getting late, and we should be going Tlie City Treasurer reported for the
month of August, 1882.— Filed.
try it. This remedy differs from quack
class.
home.” But as he spoke, the girl looked
The City Marshal reported an additional
nostrums
in
the
following
respects:
1st.
IT AVERKATE, O. J., Livery and Boarding
up#at him with those handsome dark eyes number of sidewalks repaired and receipt
11 stable.Fine rigs and good horses cun al- It is prepared by a regular physician; 2d.
that had witched so many men. “Do you of City Treasurer for the following sideways be relied ou. On Fish street, near Scott's
It is not recommended for all diseases, love me?” she said.
83-tf
walk moneys collected,to wit:
Arie W oilman ..................
0 48
VTIBBELINK,J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; but only for a particular class, peculiar to
“Passionately, my auglc,” was the tremii Ninth street, near Market.
H. D. Post ........................
45 02
ulous
reply.
females; 3d. It is recommendedand used

All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

15,

eh

rector of the

regard to our fire wells, we
ask for further lime in which to make inIt whs Etbelbert’s voice, tender, gentle, vestigations,aud report to the Council.—
150
that
spoke, yet with something in Its tones Adopted, and further time granted to in1 60
6 0o that made the girl pause in her excited, vestigate fire wells, and the Mayor and
1 75
Clerk instructed to purchasefrom Mr. R.
00 feverishwalk up aud down, and she pressed
Kanters, 40 to 50 feet frontage on Eighth
1 75
her hands to her throbbing temples, street on three years time, at six per cent
2 25
looking at him with large, bright, phlhetic per annum, interestpayable annually.
COMMUNICATIONS n»OM CITT OmOIM.
eyes. But he stretched out his hand and

our pogession indisputable evidence of

An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX sig-

Takipg Effect, Sunday Jan.

"

551.

Mayor, reported as follows:
church stopd almost hidden by the cypress
Gents:— Your committee on fire detrees whose great boughs of green were
partmentto whom wus referredthe lookswept caressingly against the sides of tuc ing up a site for building engine house
modest structure,Pansy Perkens was stand- and council rooms, would respectfully
recommend purchasing the grounds of
ing, and as Ethelbert Pettingillspoke the
Mr. it. Kanters, as he offered the ground
words with which this chapter opens her cheaper than wo can get it any where else
face lighted up with a radiant 2x4 smile on main street, in that part of the City.
that was beautiful in its sad expanse of ter- We would also recommend purchasingthe
fire ladders ns recommendedby the Chief

Wk

Liverr ted Sale SUMee.

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths publishedwhitout charge for subscribers.

pit

95
93
97
80
40
75
1 00
33 00
1 75

®
50®
®
....................®

Mich.

changes.

inifles

10

13
10 00
l 00
30
2 50

she came to
passed his arm
Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
around her waist and held her to his breast
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
call the attention of ladies to the
A1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
a moment in silence.
be relied on. Holland,
'8-ly
advertisement in this paper of “Dr.Mnr-

OCOTT’ HOTEL. Wm.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three

Hr"

Ryder* Coffee, proprietors.
Locatednear the Chi. & W. Mich. K'y depot,

1

®
®

.

10-Iy

OIKENIX HOTEL.

| 3 M. I 6 M. I 1 T.

Square ................

bushel ..........

|i

red

V

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

1

...............

bushel

4 50

drain, Feed, Etc.
Wheat, white bushel ............
General Dealers, in Dry
“ ..............
Goods. Groceries. Crockery. Hots and Caps,
Lancaster Red, bushel.... (n,
Flour. Provisions. etc. ; River st.
Corn, shelled # bushel .......
Oats, $ bushel ..................
;...
Betel:.
Buckwheat, $ bushel .............

T0B PRINTING Promptly and Neatly Executed

2

......................
......................8
bushels ................

lb

Timothy Seed,

TTAN PUTTEN G„

paid at three month, and $2.0U if

•

®
®
@
®
00®
®
®
®

General Sealen.

$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if

at sir

00®

Hay, 9 ton
Vf EYEK, H. & CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur- Onions, $
aYI nitnre,Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Potatoes, $

Editor and PtMlshtr.

paid

75®

bushel ................
.$
bushel. .............2
Butter, fllb ....................
Clover seed, $ lb ..................
Egtf*. V dozen .....................

Druggist & Pharmacist; a
full stock of goods appertaining to the bus-

NO.

amount.

Produce, Etc.
f
Beans, f
Apples,

YKTALSH HEBER,

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN. Y

WHOLE

1882

Pansy Perkins and Ethelbert Pettlngill.

Arina. River street.

film

9,

Poor and said committee,
recommending|84,80,for the support. o(
the poor, for the two weeks ending Sep
“Welcome home, Pansy.”
Dapplevalewas at its prettiest this sweet tember, 20, 1882.— Adopted and warrants
ordered issued ou the City Treasurer for
June day as it nestled cosily among the the
100
The Committee on Fire Departmentto
8 00 hills that towered above it on every side.
20 Down in the shady glen where the village whom was referred the message from the

If EKNGS, D. H., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, MedxYl icines,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-

fflUiutd iitjf |lcui5.
A

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

MICH.,

bill beads, note heads, letter heads,

______
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_

_

______

_

_

________

_
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loiiwtd
HOLLAND

4% $*»
CITY.

Sergt. ^lason’s case,

Judge Advo-

cate General Swoitn adheres to the legal

.

legal.

'

.

Training the Senses.

THE EAST.

Four

i>er cents

....................... 73S,!Ki9,:g>0

H. Lloyd & Co., bankers Ref undinir certificates ...............442,100
and brokers, of Philadelphia,have foiled, Navy pensionfund. .................14,000,0*0
causing heavy losses to country depositora
Total interest-bcarinfl:
debt.. ..,$1,437,Goa, 7:>o

f

It is stated their total liabilitieswill amount Matured debt ...........
12,472,725
to $ 50,(100 .... A loss of 1100,000 was incurred Leiraltenders
...............
........... 346,740,611
12,000,000
at Haverhill, Mass., by the total destruction Certificatesof deixisit.
deposit.,

o

1

by

.

aml 8UTer

certlfl'

.....

Fractional currency

........

RailTotal without interest. ..........440,204,927

road and the Philadelphia and Reading Coal

Total debt .......................
$1,890,2*1, 403
Total interest ........................ 11,G06,2H7

and Iron Companieshave executed a mort-

a

There

horde of Bedouins

to

the wounded who were unable to resist.
Dispatches of the 4th inst state that the
Bedouins continued to intrench on the
Aboukir side of Alexandria, in close
proximity to the British outposts.The
Khedive had given pennissien to cut the
dykes at Meks, preventing an attack by the
enemy from Meriout lake. The populace at
Thessalian frontier, owing to the attempt of Cairo continuedto menace the few Europethe Greeks to take possessionof the disputed ans remaining, and there were fears that the
territory of Karalik Dervend The Greek Prefect of Police would be unable to mainGovernment ha« dispatched troops to the tain order. The British man-of-war Minoscene, of action ____ The appearance of the taur shelleda force of Egyptian infantryand
Siberian plague in European Russia excites cavalry between Ramleh and Aboukir. ' The
the wildest alarm.
Khedive’s envoys at Israailia arranged with
De. Les$epk, on arriving at Naples, Bedouin chiefs to bring over a considerable
number of their people. Gen. Wolseley
declined the banquet tendered by French has telegraphed the Government at home
journalists,on the ground that the Suez that it would not be necessary to mobilize a
Canal Company must keep out of political third army corps for Egyptian service, os,
complications. . .Hpocie payments will not with a few reinforcements to fill up gaps, his
present force was ample for all purposea
be resumed in Italy until next April
De Lessens declares that Arabi Pasha has the
The Corporation of the city of Cork whole of Egypt at ids back, with a force of
has condemned the sentence passed upon E. 25,W 0 to »),UW> Arabs, and aims for 200,000.
IHie Khedive, he says, is a prisoner,and will
Dwyer Grey, demanded his release, and re- never be able to govern the country.
solved U> confer upon him the freedom of
The British War Office has determinedto

of

.

property of ail descriptionsfor Cash in treasury ..................... 242,960,518
lu0.uKi,U4j, under which 5 per cent consols
will be issued, the proceeds of which will be
Debt, less cash in treasury ...... $1,658,926,171
used to redeem all other outstanding obliga- Decreasedurimr August ...........
16,128,261
Decrease
since J une 30, 1882 ..........29,988,288
tions of the companies.
Current liabilitiesA new type of fever which puzzles interest due and unpaid .............
their city.
1,926,080
12,472,725
the physicianshas broken out in the knitting Debt on which interest luu ceased
• The
deadlocklietween the Government
Interest thereon ..................... 500,251
works at Little Kails, N. Y. . .In a box facto- Gold and silver certificates .......... 74,432,250 and the Irish constabulary resultedin almost
ry at Haverhill.Mass., George Rogers shot United States notes held for redemption of certificates of deposit ...... 12,000,000 wholly depriving Dublin of jicllceprotection.
hiiswifeand killed himself..., The Russian
In consequencea serious riot occurred, a
Cash
balance available Sept 1 ....... 141,629,211
Refugee Committee in New York shipped
mob of the lower classes parading the streets
back to Liverpool 111 Jews, each of whom
Total .............................
$ 242,960,518 ami defying the authorities. The only memwas provided with creature comforts for the
Available assets—
bers of the city police remaining on duty
trip.
Cash in treasury .....................
$ 242,960,518 were the detectives, who were unable to
William F. Shaw, a member of a Bonds issued to Pacific Railway
render efficientsendee in the protection of
Companies, interest payable in
leading leather firm of Boston, has just died,
property and the preservation of order .....
lawful money—
leaving a fortune of 1,000, 000.
Tile European powers have interferedin the
Principal outstanding ............... $ 64,623,512
troubles between Turkey and Greece, and
The apple crop of New York State, Interest accrued and not yet paid
646,235
Interest paid by United States ...... 55,344,682 advise an armistice, which the Greeks are
from whence the supply of the Western
willing
providedtheir
Interert repaid by
nuim* to accept piunuuu
uuou troops
uuops be
oe
cities is largely derived,is this year almost a By transportation service ............ $ 15,221,035 allowed te occupy the positionsheld before
By cash payments,fi i>er cent,
the war begun.
begun. Turkey
____ _ will
____ surrenderthe
mw
total failure, which will be a genuine depritamings ...........................
655,198 disputed territory if it 'be declaredneutral
vation and loss....The British title team, Balance of interest paid bv United
ground.
who are to compete with the National
their,

$

.

.

strengthen Gen. Wolseley' s forces in Egypt
by sending him three additionalbattalions

.

.

.

w

net

of infantry. Alexandria dispatches of the
5th inst state that sensationalrumors
were afloat in the city, creatingex-

citement among the Europeana The
British authoritieshave divided $he
city into telephone districts.The Khedive

Slates

The coinage executed in the mints during
August is valued at 8'.»,H10,G?J, of which $2,425.UU0 are standard dollars.

The London correspondentof

the

New.York Herald telegraphH that the tide of
homeward travel to the United States has
THE WEST.
A contract leasing certain portions set in and is now so enormous that even'
I’iie mill and factory of the Sierra
city in Western Euroj>c is full, and in Paris it
Luml)er Company, at Red Bluff, Cal, valued of the Yellowstone Park has been signed by is almost impossible to obtain bed room.
Never before, it is the universal testimony,
at $50,000, was destroyed by fire. Bishop’s Merritt L Joslyn, Acting Secretary of the
new Opera House, at Red Oak. Iowa, which Interior, for the Government,and Carroll T. have so many Americans been in Paris
Hubert and John and Henry A. Douglas as as at the present time. More English
cost $25,000, also fell a prey to the flames,
lessees. The latter are bound to erect a is now spoken than French in the chief reSix of the Sioux chiefs captured by
sorts at the French capital, and comical lahotel and other necessary buildingsfor the
Maj. Ilges two years ago have this season
use of visitors to the park, procure guides, ments in Parisianpapers over the Americanboats and yachts, and establish lines of sta&es izing of the city and driving of the native
raised some fine crops on the reservationat
population out ‘into the remote suburbs do
ami telegraph,ami in even- manner cater to
Fort Yates. .At the Dubuque encampment
the requirementsof the public, under a not seem so very much exaggerated.Atthe first prize, $1,000,was awarded to the
lantic steamersare so full that passage te
schedule of charges to be approved by the
Porter Guards, of Memphis:the second, $500,
New York cannot l>e got all through this
Secretory of the Interior.
to the Branch Guards, of St Louis, and the
month.
.Cetewayo, says a London dispatch,
Decorah drum corps was given $500.
Gen. Sherman says that the report has gone home, taking with him loads
The oat crop of Illinois,which is which states that he will retire next Novem- of incongruous presents from enthusiastic admirers.
had shawls
about 100,000,000bushels,is one-fourth larg- ber in favor of Gen. Sheridanis not true.
for his wives, jack-knives for
er than ever l>efore....Leadville
enjoyed a He cannot retire under the present pro- his sons, and even anti-macassarsami a bulltwelve hours' snow-storm on the lilstof yisions. No retirements can be made until . dog. The Government's treatment of Cetethe retired list falls te 4(Xt. It is now 421, wayo lias encouraged Maharajah Dhuleep
August
and it is not likely that twenfcy-onemembers Singh te demand compensationfor the disThe Tariff Commissionopened a ses- will die hi a year. He says, however, that it turbance in Punjuab thirtv-fiverears ago
sion at Detroit on the 1st inst, and first heard
is true that he intends to relinquishthe com- The Government has already treated him
the argument of Mr. Richard Hawley, who maud of the army and con do so by being handsomely on all matters of finance....
ordered bv the President as Commander-in-Three adventurouspersons last month asfavored a tariff for revenue and reciprocity
Chief of the army and navy to go on waiting cemled to the highest peak on Mount Ararat,
with Canada Mr. George W. Morse reprewhich is 10,915 feet above the level of tho
sented the ironvore interest and claimed the or
A Washington dispatch says “there is sea
present prosperityof Michigan was due to
protection. Mr. John Burt maintained a re- good authorityto state that the White House The entire police force of Dublin left
ciprocity treaty would be injurious to the
best interests of the State. Other ar- will have a mistress next winter. President the force in a body, twenty-fiveofficers^eguments were made on the paper, soda- Arthur is undoubtedly engaged, and tho maining. Those who resigned or were disash, knit goods and woolen interests.... marriage will take place early in the fall. missed held a meeting, at which Canon Pope
The name of the lady is for the present a urged tin m to submit te the authorities.
L. I). Boss, a ticket-scalperof Kansas City,
has been jailed for issuing forged tickets to state secret The engagement was made There was great excitement in the city, and
the amount of $25,000 on the Missouri Pa- last spring, and the lady has this summer at streets were patrolledby the military. Sevdifferent watering places been the recipient eral collisionsoccurred,but nobody was
cific, Santa Fe, and Union Pacific roads.
of the choicest flowers from the White House killed Several robberies were committed,
Bob Ford was lined $5 in a Chicago conservatory.
and fourteen persons wounded in street
Justice’s court for earn ing concealed weapPOLITICAL.
fights are in the hospital. Five hundred speons. He did not claim to l>e an agent of the
r1
t\ •
: cial constable< were sworn in, one of whom
IjEN. IvOSECRANS says Dents Kearney narrowly escaped lynching at the hands of a
secret service, being only able to show that
mob. The troops
-------charged
----- 7 on
_ the crowds in
Gov. Crittenden,of Missouri, had authorized is a Republican drayman at the San
him to go armed. He paid his ine under cisco Custom House, and a dead failure iu tiie streets. After the lapse of several hours
the old force sent a memorial te the Castle
protest, furnishing the necessary amount politica
confessingregret at their course,
from a roll of bills amounting to several
and offering to return te their fiosts. The
hundred dollars. His weapons were reGENERAL.
Superintendent of Police advised the disturned to him by order of the Chief of
The Free-thinkers,in convention at missed men to send in a memorial asking to
Police.
Watkins Glen, N. Y., formulateda series of lx* reinstated, and acknowledgingthat they
THE SOUTH.
had committed a breach of discipline.
resolutions denunciatoryof ecclesiastical
A brother of the late Blue Jeans power, lauded the march of liberalism, asTHE WAR IN E6TPT.
'Williams, of Indiana, for many years a Jus- serted that woman’s degradation was a result of Christianity,
indorsed the rights of
Three
Arab sailoiH,guilty of mutiny, were
tice of the Peace at Jacks boro, Texas, lias
.

.

.

.

He

_

er8’_

r-vr

been adjudged insane and removed from
office.. ..The outbreak of yellow fever at Pensacola caused Secretary Lincoln to order the
transfer of the garrison to Mobile,ami the
Davy yard will soon be practically closed.

The

cotton crop of Texas, though

twenty-fivedays late, will be above an average yield should dry weather prevail during

September and' October ...... Confederate
bonds are again being bought bv brokers in
Richmond,Va, $7.50 per $1,000 having been
paid recently.

A blood-curdlingtragedy was

re-

cently enacted at Paris, Logan county, Ark.
A Swiss named Schwerzman took his three

„

t'

Fran-

labor, and petitionedfor help to erect a Liberal orphans’ home.

announced that Gen. Sherman
has definitely decided upon asking to be
It is

placed on the retired list of the army in No-

‘

’

keel-hfuiedon the Egyptian frigate Souda, in
tho harbor of Alexandria, and Boon died.

The

British wore attacked at KassaBsin on the night
of Aug. 29, by a large force of Egyptians under Arabi Pasha Gen. Graham commanded
the English troops. The Egyptians were repulsed with loss, while the’ English casualties were only eight killed
sixty-one
wounded. Tho Britishcaptured eleven guns.
Toulba Pasha was poisoned m the rear of Alexandria. Sultan Pasha had* arrived at Port Said
to installrepresentatives of the Khedive in the
territory occupied by tho British. Coustanti-

vember, 1088. Under the compulsoryretirement clause of the Army Appropriation bill,
and
passed at the last sessionof Congress. Gen.
Sherman would go on the retired list Feb. 8,
1884, but he has concluded te anticipate that
date by a few months. He will make his
home in SL Louis. . .In accordance with the
wish of C'tiar'oa Stewart Parnell, the remains nople
Aug. 30 state that the
~-r . dispatches
— r ------ of
.. —
of Miss Fannie Parnell will be interrediu Porte now insists that the troops ot Turkey and
America
England shall Jointly operatefrom Alexandria
Two Legislatures organized in the A farther reserve of Indian troops has been
.

friendly
the ^

‘Vh“

!fe^au'^w.f^^mta^fdmS:

that the childrenwere stunned ov the
fall and drowned before aid reached them.
Schwerzman was temporarily insane. He
leaves a wife, who was ill in bed at the time
the crime was committed bv her husband,

w ith the loss o one

man.

rions at Ramleh, while Wolseley and his entire

HE Cincinnati Price Current pul)- army were advancing. Europeans who arrived
under escort,at Port Said, anof the United Mata., and aaym -In the
0™B.to
01
of Police at Cairo Europeans are not molested.
and she did not get to the scene until the last ply available for winter marketing there is
Oiilers have reached Woolwich arsenal to forchild had been thrown into the well and an average decrease of from Id to 20 per
ward at once to Egypt a light siege train. Its
Schwerzman was leaping Into his watery cent, in all States except Minnesota and Wis- weight will be lOUb tons, and it will require
grave. All were buried together.
consin, compared witu last year. For tho
1,136 offimr* and men.
last half of the winter the supply will be betA rejwrt that Arabi Pasha was suing for
WASHINGTON.
ter, and while winter packing may fall 10
peace, through the agency of the Governor of
st
cent
below
last year there will lie fuller
Dr. D. W. Bliss has written a letter
supplies for spring and summer packing." Zigazag, and that he had asked for an eight
to the Board of Audit appointed to settle the
....Lieut Flipper, who had recently days' armistice,was telegraphedfrom Isexpenses of the illness of the late President, been dismissed from tiie United States army, mallla on the 1st inst At a meeting of the
has been appointed to a Captaincy in the Chamber of Notables,held at Cairo, Arabi
in which he sets forth in detail his claim to
remuneration.He asserts his receipts from Mexican forces.*
was declared to be the supreme ruler of
his practice at the time he was called to atGeorge Holyoake, the English phi- Egypt The mutiliations by Egyptians of Brittend the late President were about $1,500 a
ish who fell into their hands at
month; that this practicewas to a great ex- lanthropist, has arrived in New York, his ob- the battle of Kassaasin, caused great Inject being to induce the Government to issue dignation in the army. A Madria dispatch
tent broken up by the engrossing nature of
1

lishes reportsfrom the hog-growing districts >rom Cairo

.up-

•>*

l

his duties at the Executive Mansion, and that

election passed off quietlyin portions of the
State heard from. An unusually -large vote
was polled. The Democratic State ticket is

evidently elected by about the usual majority. Indicationspoint to a slight increase
in the Republican and Greenback membership of the legislature. Prohibitionfigured
prominently iu a number of counties on the

and

judicial tickets. "

Clearing-housestatistics for
week ending Sept

tho

5 place Chicago within

less than $3,000,000 of Boston, and

more than

$8,000,000 ahead of Philadelphia The
business of Chicago was almost equal to that
of SL Louis, Cincinnati Pittsburgh,Louisville and Milwaukeecombined.

Marshal Serrano is

willing to take

up the reins of government in Spain

if

Senor

Sagasta fails to carry out the promised re-

forms. The Marshal believesthe majority
of the Democrats would become adherents
of the Crown if King Alfonso assented to the

over-

ous.

We remember, when following one of
these guides through the gorges of the

tremulous with a thousand delicate
woody perfumes of which we know

re-establishmentof the democratic constitution of 1889. . .The Czar and Empress attended a militaryreview at Ishora,Russia
and had barely crossed a bridge erected expresslyfor the’ progress of the royal party
when the structure broke and fell, injuring
the Minister of War among others. Hiul the
break occurred an instant sooner Russia
might now be* looking around for another
ruler for the Nihilists te 0]>erate on....
Fifty persons were killed and many injured
by a train leaving the rails at Hugstctten,
Germany. Nineteen carriages were shattered It seems, that a telegraph-polewas
struck by lightningand fell across the track.
....Mile.’ Berthe Marie de Rothschild, as a
necessary preliminary to her marriagewith
Prince Alexandre De Wngram, signed an abjuration of the Jewish faith ami received
Christianbaptism.

_

nothing; a chorus of countlessfine harmonies are sounding about us, and rare
tints and gradationsof form and color
surround us unseen. Is it not as much
worth while, boys, to train your eyes
and ears as your muscles? — youth's

.

Co m pa nion.

The Persuasive Musket.

While near Nashville, Gen. Steedman
had a negro regiment on the picket line,
and a bright young mulatto sergeant in
command of a post got the drop on a
rebel post aiifi captured the whole outfit.
The rebels were a crowd of high- stepping young Virginians and some of them
Dr. Dickey, of Worcester, Mass., and were badly wrought up by the idea of
Dr. John Marshall, of Lyme, N. H., were having to surrenderto a “lot of niggers.”
drowned in Fairlee lake, at Post Mills, Vt, Gen. Steedman took their commander, a
by their team taking fright running into tine young fellow, into his tent, extend
the water and overturning the vehicle ..... ed some little courtesiesto him, and in
Delegates from fifty-eightlodges of the the course of the conversationsaid : “ It
Amalgamated Associationof Iron and Steel
Workers held a secret session in Pitts- was a little tough, Lieutenant,to be
burgh, and unanimously decided te continue taken in by colored soldiers,bnt war has
the strike for $8 per ten. They have been strange experiences.” “ Well, General,”
idle since J une 1.
said the other, setting down his glass,
A BLOOD-CURDLINGtragedy was re- “I’ve been in the army nearly four
cently enacted near Mexico, Mo. George years, and if I’ve learned anything it boa
Green had lately been divorced from his been a profound respect for the musket.
wife, the daughter of a prominent farmer,' When the muzzle is shoved into my face
and she was residing with her father. By I don’t usually ask any questionsas to
decree of the court Green had the privilege who’s got hold of the breech.” — Toledo
of seeing the children,aged respectively 4
Blade.
ami 2 years. The day for his regular semimonthly visit had arrived, but. there being a
THE MARKETS.
bitter feeling against him bv the wife’s
father, who is allegedto have threatened to
NEW YORK.
kill him, he arranged with a neighbor
Beeves ...........................
$ 9 so <ffi4 no
named Blankcnbakerto bring the children Hoos ..............................
8 00 (rf 9 00
to his home. This was done, ami, after plav- Cotton ..........................
13
istf
Fr-oua— Superfine ................3*70 (rf!.4 25
ing with the children, for two hours, he told
Blankcnbakerhe could take them back to Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............1 13 (<£ l 15
No. 2 Rod ..............
. 1 1(1 (* 1 12
their mother. Green went with BlankenCo'tN — Unimuled ................ 85 (rf
baker to where his horse was hitched,and,
Oats— Mixed Western ........... 43 (d! 46
while tjio latter was mounting the horse. Pohk— Mess ......................
.22 (Hi i" 22 23
Green suddenly drew* a large horso-pistel Laud ......................... . 12ili<£13
ami shot ami instantly killed both the children He then fired another Imll into each Reeve — Choice Graded Steers. . 6 25 & 7 50
(rf. 4 30
Cows and Heiters .....
dead body ami fled As soon as Blankcnbaker
Medium to Fair ........ 5 25 (O C 00
recovered from the sliopk occasioned bv the
. 6 INI ifti9 25
atrocious act of Green he gave the alarm, Hook ............................
(ii) 5 59
Flour— Fancv White Winter Ex. 5
and' eight or ten neighborsimmediately
6 25
Good to Choice Hp'g Ex . 6 OO
startedin pursuit They soon got on his Wheat— No. 2 Hprimr ............ 98 (tt 99
trail, find pressed him so hard that he placed
No. 2 Red Winter ...... , 1 111- ((• 1 02
the pistol to his own head, fired and fell
Corn— No. ..................... 73 tf5 -4
dead, the hall passing clear through his Oatc— No. ...................... :f» <<« 37
RYE— No. .......................
. M (rt, 67
head
69 (fZ !HI
Harley— No. ...............
The complicationsgrowing out of the HurrER— Choice Creamery ...... . 27 lit 29
IS Ift. 19
gubernatorial campaign in New York have Kook— Fresh ................
.21 73 1*22 IN)
Fork— Mess ......................
caused the retirement of George Dawson Lard ........................... 12
\i\i
from the editorship of the Albany Evening
MILWAUKEE.
. 98 <» IKI
Journal.
Wheat-No. ...................
Cork— No. ...................... 74 (ft 75
The story circulated that the skull of Oats— No. ......................
. 33 («t 36
63 (it 64
..
Guiteau had been stolen from the Medical Rye— No. ....................
Barley— No. ................... 76 (</ 77
Museum by some enterprising showman is Fork— Mesa ......................
.21 73
‘12 00
positively denied by those who have charge Lard ............................. 12M(l« 12^
of Gulteau’s bones.
ST. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............. . 97 (d 98
Corn— Mixed.. .....
......... 68 (d) 69
Indian Massacres in Arizona ’ and Oat* — No. ...................... 32 (d! 34
Rye .............................. 64 (ft: 66
.•i;
Mexico.
Pork— Mchh ....... ...............
41 75 (<<22 no
Lard ............................
. 12 Vi 1254
Recent dispatchesfrom the far Southwest
-
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says that all tho powers, including England,
have replied favorably to tho proposition of
Italy that Holland ana Spain be permitted to
by the long nervous strain ana over-exertion,
take pare m tfie collectiveprotectionor the
amounted to about $15,000. He thinks he
com>lold °' Suez canal The British Government sent a
telegram to Gen. Wolseley, laudatory of his
should receive as compensation for his losses
The wheat crop of the country for the conduct of the campaign, and the gallantry give accountsof murderous work by tho Apache
and his services to the late President the
Indianson the Mexican and Anxoua frontier.
sum of $25,000. Dr. Rcyburn puts in a claim year is estimated by a New York commercial of his officers and men.
for
.
journal at 528,400,000 bushels. The Dlinois
Arabi Pasha's chief engineer, who was re- Twenty |>ersona.including severalwomen j»nd
Dr. Hicks publicly states that Board of Agriculture makes a return of cently captured by the British,has been children, were killed iu tb* vicinity of Hw
Calavasas,Arizona. Near Froutern, Sonora,
Guiteau’s skeleton will not be placed on pub- 4,889,180tons of hay ..... Nine steamship* handed over to the Egyptian authorities at a party of miners, consistingof H. Barn^i,
cleared from Baltimore in one dav with full
lic exposition,and he denies the allegations
cargoes, in which were included 848, 109 Alexandriathe Khedive guaranteeingthat Paysou Barnes, a m.m named Reifeustbal
that he has intrustedthe assassin's bones to bushels of wheat, the largest amount ever he should not be put to death without the and two Mexicans, were attacked and
consent of Geil. Wolseley. Dispatches Reifens hal killed, and one of the Barnes
the care of the United States Medical Mu- shipped from there in one day. .
of the 2d inst from Alexandria re- wounded in the left arm. The fight lasted all
seum Caterers to public amusement are
John R. Duff, of Boston, recently ported that Arabi
withdraw- day, and the men escaped under cover of darkalso informed that the skeletoniccuriosity Is
declinedan offer of $83 per share for 90,000 ing his men to Tel-el-Kebir.ahd that nei** Near Santa Cruz, iu Sonora, three pernot for sole.
he was confiscatingthe property of the Eu- sons wore maasNcred,*ndin Mio Sierrato' valOn the ground that they wore couh- j shares of Hannibal and St Joe common ropeans in the interior, and selling it to the ley seven were killed:A fight occurred in the
stock, made by the Burlington road. A
terf4its,the Chief of the Secret Service
natives. Forty seaften from the ironclad Patagonia mouuUiUM. The Indians defeated
syndicate was then formed by Gould, Sage
seized in New York thousands of dollars’ and Dillon, who secured a controlling inter- Minotaurand a company of the Fifty-third the miners and rauchmeu. Tho savagesnumj
regiment quietly approached the enemy’s bered
worth of plates for printing imitationgreein- est in Hannibal at privaterates, and will add position- opposite llamleh, under cover of
backs as advertisements.Now Solicited
it
to
the
Wabash
system,
ter
darkness, and succeeded in blowing up with
Raynor decides that these false notes are tertoiung. This view of the matter will gun-cotton a house on the canal which had
Bread made with sea-water has been
Issued in violation of law, but that those doubtless induce many of the sufferersto long been a point of vantage to the enemy’s recommended as likely to be of use in
who use them cannot be nunished for coun- bring suit against the Government
aharp-shooteraIt was a daring deed
the treatmentof scrofula.
a trustworthy guide-liook for immigrants,

the direct pecuniary loss resulting there- giving facts m regard to the resources of
from, and from subsequent ill health caused each State.... A careful estimate bra Cin-

•

$8,000.

when

charged with electricitywhich it has at
no other time.
The Indians are gifted not only with
keen sight, but equally line sense of
scent. An Apache on tne hunt can follow an animal by the trail as swiftly as
a deer-honnd,putting his nose to the
track to tell the length of time since the
deer or coyote passed.
The hunters in the Lower Alleghanies,
whose lives have been passed wholly in
the unbroken wilderness of the mountains, possess a keenness of vision which
to the dwellersin towns appears marvel-

.

children— two boys and a girl— aged 5 Mexican city of Zaontoeu, one beta*
** dis‘>,td,ed 10 '""!U W<’1and 4 years and 18 months respectively, to tiie Federal and State Government,
Briu<h MItlry „„ highly pnlMd for
from the supper-table to the well in the
yard, and delil>erately threw them in. and
their e;u'nt!?Tr
,*! K*MM'
then loajted in himself. The well was only
sixteen feet deep, and contained thir- took place between Cadcna's adherents and Bl11, Alexandriadispatches»f tho 1st inst. reteen inches of water. It is supposed the State troops, the former surrendering port that Arabi was strengtheninghis fortificalittle

Arkansas voted for State officers.
Congressmen and members of the State Legislature, on Monday, Sept 4. An Associated
Press telegramfrom Little Rock says ‘•the

legislative

is a peouliar smell in the air

away, he saw a single imprint,
with three lobes, slight as that which
might have been left by a fallen leaf,
but which showed him that a panther
had crossed but an hour before.
These woodmen can tell any tree in
the darkest night by the different sound
of the rustling of its leaves. Sailors
or dwellers on prairies or Russian
steppes possess long and accurate sight.
The negroes in the Zambesi are said to
have the eyes of cats, the noses of dogs
and the ears of a tiger, so keenlywhetted are their senses. They gam
their food by use of them, like the animals.
Now these facts go to prove that the
senses of man are naturally as keen as
those of other animals, but have grown
dull through disuse. When man became
civilized he trained his brain and soul
to the neglect of his body. Why should
he he satisfied with this incomplete
education? Any boy or girl, by simple
practice in the use of his sight or hearing, at long distances, can strengthenthe
eye or ear, and even, in a more measured
degree, the sense of smell. Much of
our blindness and deafness is due to
sheer inattention.
The consequenceof our neglect is,
that we live in a world from which wo
persistently shut ourselves out. When
we pass through a forest the air is

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

.............................. 39,468,448

bf corn, of bread, mid the qualities of
many other substances which to other
people have no scent at all. Hp foretells a thunder storm more accurately
than Probabilities, declaringthat there

fifty feet

forbidden the importation of petroleum.
English agents have arrived in Odessa to
purchase 28,000 head of sheep and cattle for
the army in Egypt The Khedive has sent an
Aide to tiie Red sea ports to encourage ojierations against Arabi Pasha England has
given her consent to the landing of 2,000 or
a, 000 Turkish troops at Port Bald.
lias

|

Guardsmen at Creedmoorthe present month,
arrived at New York last week.

detect by the smell the different kinds

great Unaka range, that while fording a
low stream he stopped suddenly and
forced the party to retreat. On the
muddy shoal in the bed of the stream,

.

companies—

.

is a man in Texas who claims
have the best nose as to smelling
poured in and began to strip and rob the
dead and wounded of both sides, killing any powers in the United States. He can

Arab rooks recently when

Venus will soon be sent out by the German
Following is* the monthly-public Government to Connecticut, South Carolina,
debt statement, issued Sept 1:
Costa Rica and the straite of Magellan. Each
Extended 6s .........................
* 32,755,400 party will comprise two astronomers,a
Extended 5s ......................... 401,496,900' student and tin assistant.... Fighting ocFour and one-half per cents .........250,000,000 curred between Greeks and Turks on the

William

gage on

the heavy

thus for has been light. Fever incapacitates
that the proceedings of the court-martial the workmen from performing their labora
FOREIGN.
which tried Mason were irregular, and that
his confinementunder its sentence is ilExpeditions to observe the transit of

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.

The Philadelphia and Reading

A wounded Arab officer states that hardly
had the British cavalry swept through the

All

opinion expressedin his original report,
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of three factoriesand three dwellings

work on the Panama

canal has been 8topi>cd, though the rainfall
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CINCINNATL

Wheat

.

..........................
Corn .............................
Oats.... .........................
Rye .............................'
Pork— Mcks ......................
.23
Lard ............................

.
.

.

98 (« 99
72 (it 73
37 <« 38
69
70
00 (*23 25

&

. 12K(£ 12)6

TOLEDO.
Wheat-No.

. 1
2 Red ..............
Corn .............................
Oats .............................

.

04 (tt 1
78 Ctt
37 (g

05
79
38

DETROIT.
Flour ...........................
. 5 50 0 6 00
Wheat— No. l White ............. 1 06 (tt'l (17
Corn— Mixed .................... 78 (tt 80
Oats— Mixed../ ................. 37 vt ;t9
.

Pork— Mess

.

.

.'.

.................
.29

25

(tt-22

50

INDIANAPOLIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Red .............. 09 (tt 1 00
Corn-No. .....................
. 71
72
Oats ............................. 37
38
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
Cattle— Bent ...................
. 6 50 0 7 00
Fair .....................
, 5 75 (tt « 25
. 3 50 (tt 4 00
Common ...............
Hoos ............................
. 7 75 (tt 9 15
Suet* ........................ . I ft O 1 60

V
@

2

...

.
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HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

PARTY CONVENTIONS.
Synopsis of the Doings of a

Few

of

Them.

Tlieir Declarationsof Principles, Candidates, Etc.

IGCHIOiX BIFUBUOAXS.
The Bepnblioan BUte OonventioD of MlohtKftu convenedat Kalamazoo on Wedneedaj,
Aug. 30, and was called to order bj William
Livingston,Jr., temporary Chairman of the
State Central Committee. The Rev. C. 0.
Brown, of K-damazoo, invoked the divine blessing on the assemuly.
Col Delo Phillips next read the call for the
convention,and the Hon. J. W. French assamed the ooair temporarily,and James H.
Stone, Secretary.
After the •mmal- preliminarybnsiness had
been, transacted, the conventionadjourned to
meet again at 2 o’clock,at which lime the Hon.
Tuomaa W. Palmer, of Wavne county, assumed
tne cha r as Prosidout of the convention.

The report of the Committee on Resolutions
was next Mitmiitted,and the platform presented
by tlio Hon. Austin Ulair, The resolutions were
carried unanimously.
The nomination of candidates was next in
order, and the name of David H. Jerome, the
present incumbent, was ably presented by
Capt E. P. Alien, of Washtenaw. As no other
nominations were made, the ballot was taken,
wall the followingresult : Jerome, 661 ; 8.
W. Palmer, 97 ; Pilchard, 10 ; F. B. Htockkridgo, 14. The reuamination of David H.
Jerome was made unanimous.
Moreau S. Crosby,of Kent, was unanimously
renominated for Lieutenant Governor by ao
c'.amation.

For Secretary of State, the names of Joseph
Smith, William Jenney, William Crosby and
Harvey A Couaut were put in nomination,and
after a spirited contest Mr. Conant received
the nomination.
E. H. Butler, E. P. Stanton and G. H. Starr
were the contestantsnamed for State Treasurer, aud after a lively oouteat E. H. Butler, of
Wayne county,was nominated.
William C. Stevens,of Iosco, receivedthe
nation for Anditor General after some little contest, aud Minor 8. Newell, «f Genesee,
found no one to oppose him for Auditor General
J. J. Van Riper, as Attorney General having
served but one term, was also unanimously renominated.

nom

\

6. We demand that the Congress of the
1ft This being the first representative
Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Indiana and
United States enact and cause to be enforced meeting of the Democraticparty of Kansas
some
others, State officials collect from
such laws as will secure a thorough, honest since the assassinationof the late President,
and radical civil-servicereform by which James A. Garfield, we deem It due to the the farmers themselves condensed rethe subordinate positions of the Government country, to his memory and to tho party we ]>orts of the prospects and outcome of
serviceshall lie no longer corrupt and used represent that we express us we now do our the various crops, and these act as a
as rewards for corrupt party service, and sense of that terrible and melancholy event
which will abolish the evils of the present as a great public calamity, and the events corrective on the sanguine and often
spoils and patronagesystem and establish preceding the assassinationof tho President exaggerated reports put in circulation
the rule of making honesty and efficiency challenge our thoughtful consideration,in by interested parties. The last report
the essential and only qualifications fpr pub- connection with the baneful and dangerous from Mr. William Jenney, the present
lic positions. We have had shams and raise
fanaticism of personal and partisanpolitics. efficient Secretary of State, will show
pretenses enough, and now demand someTEXAS GREEN HACKERS.
what we mean. Full details of the
tliing honest and real.
State Convention of the Green7. We demand that the relations between
widespread
damage experiencedfrom
in the State.
capital and labor be so adjusted by wise and backers of Texas was held at Corthe
rains during harvest were placed
just legislation as to secure to each his just sicana Aug. 31. Resolutions were
11. Daring the twenty eight years m which the
liefore the farmers of the State, and
rights, and at the same time so as to make it
affairsof the State have been administeredby
adopted affirming the platform of the
impossible
for
avarice
and
greed
to
override
enabled
them to judge uuderstaudingly
the Republicanparty, they have been conducted
Greenbackers'Convention hold at Fort
in a manner to challenge the approval of and imperilthe rights and personal freedom Worth, June 29; urging the Greenbackparty of the probable results on the markets.
all citizens. Efficiency, integrity and econ- and the independenoe Of workingmen; and of Texas to support in the coming election
The promptness with which this was
omy have been the standards of service. we demand tliat every law, combination and independentcandidates who favor the prin- done reflects credit upon those who
The prosperity of the State has been policy that Is unjust to and onerous upon ciples enunciated In said platform. G. wash
constantly increasing: the population has those engaged In manual labor be removed Jones was indorsed for Governor. A resolu- have this work in charge ; and we have
tion complimentary to Gen. J. B. Weaver seen this report copied into all the lead
augmented from 600,000 to 1,700,000 ; wealth and utterly destroyed.
and other prominentGreenbackers, and re- ing papers of the country— agricultural,
and production have increased
a
8. We are In favor of judiciousappropriagreater ratio ; the unfortunatehave been tions for improvement of our great national questlw them to ylait tho 8Ut«. wM pmsed. | oommo'rdb and poll ticaf.
oared for ; educationfostered ; the public debt waterways,but we denounce the reckless
The host measure of the value of
has been substantiallycanceled ; the credit of and criminal extravaganceof the present
I these reports is the attentionthat is
the State cleansed from the stain of Democratic Congress in an expenditure of public money
repndiationand raised to the highest point for useless and fraudulent purposes, and we
; given them by the commercial press and
while in tbe great struggle for libertyand especially condemn the passage of the
Crop* in Mlchlgun.
| grain dealers of the country. They
onion Michigan has been second to none of her shamelessRiver and Harl>or bill, and wo
know and appreciate their value, and
sisterStates.
take this occasion to thank the President of Estimates or the Damage Done by the
often, while insisting upon their inacthe United States for his action in vetoing
Recent Pkotraited Rains.
11 The administration of David H. Jerome that iniquitoussteal
curacy, base their calculations upon
—
has bepn characterizedby tbe Republican
9. We demand an immediatereduction of
The Detroit Post and 'tribune prints them. The farmer has an equal chance
standardof excellence, aud has fitly con tinned taxes. Federal, State and municipal, to the
the long roll of Republican administrations lowest rate sufficient to meet all public dues returns from every wheat-producing to profit by them that the merchant or
which have reflected honor upon the State of and obligations. So long as the people are county in the State, forwarded by well- speculatorhas.
Michigan.
burdened with debt, the industriesof the informed parties, estimating,from the
Ho far us our own State is concerned,
country suspended by labor strikes, and
the
thoroughnesswith which these re13. We arraign the Democratic party as the
thousands of men out of employment by best informationobtainable, tho amount
same incapable Bourbon party that it bax ever means of the tyranny, avariceand cupidity of damage sustainedby the wheat crop ports have been prepared for the past
been. Passingover its shsmeful record before, of existing and oppressive monopolies, it is
during the recent harvest period. Two three or four years is worthy of all
daring, and directly after the civil war, its re- neitherright nor just to collect money from
niton which, praise, aud they are beeoming more excent historyprovesthat it has neither repented the people to he squanderedby an incom- points were
tended and therefore more valuableas
nor reformed. During its six years of suprempetent.recklessand corrupt Congress in the especially, reports were solicited,viz. :
acy in Congress it showed itself incapable of a
pretended improvement of sham harbors What percentage of tho whole crop was the officials, aided by experience, perfect
single great measure of legislationor adminis- and waterlessrivers,and we furtherdemand so materially injured as to reduce
system by which they gather this
trative reform. Neithertariff, currency, reve- that ttie surplus money in the treasury lie
quality and grade: and also what pro- j information. Mr. Jenney has given a
nue. civil service, army, Indian policy, or any
applied in the payment of our national debt
portion was so damaged as to be , decided value to them, largely, we l>e111. We demand that the Congress of the
other great interest received improvement at
United States promise and submit to the practically ruined except for feed, liov(>*
its hands. They confined their efforts at reknowledge of the
form
turning out Union sold- States for tlieir action, such amendments of
nearly every return careful wftUta of tho farming community was
our Federal constitutionas will accomplish
iers
rebels ;
estimates
furnished in learned in a practical school, and he
usurping executive prerogatives, the following objects: The election of a
reply to these suggestions. Before the certainly deserves great credit for the
President
and
Vice
President
by
a
direct
vote
refusing the necessary appropriationsand obstiucliug the administration
of tbe laws. At of the people; the extension of the term of wet season set in there were two weeks marked improvement made under his
office of the President and Vice President to
the last Congressional electionthey stole nuof as fine, brilliant weather for harvest- administration.
merous seats iu the House of Representatives
by six years and making the Presidentineligible
We believe the time will come when
ing as ever favored our State. During
fraud of tissnuballots unfl false coumiug, and to a second term; the election of United
States
Senators
bv
a
direct vote of the peo- that time the crop in the two southern this work will lie placed under the conas a party iudOTsedthe fraud by keeping the
ple of the United States respectively; tiers of counties were supposed to
a separate departmentof the
stolen seata- alter tbe fraud was made clear.
fixing the term of office of Senators
Htate Government, hut until it does we
They obstructedlegislation against polygamy,
the
same
as
the
Presidential
term, pretty generallyhomed or stacked, and
opposed the Tariff Commissiou, and to the last
aud
Representativesin Congress yet in some localitiesconsiderabledam- hope to see the State Department in
refused to co-oporate for a reduction of taxaat four years; the electionof Postmaster by
age to the crop is estimated, even in the hands of some practical farmer of
tion. By their whole history they prove their
the direct vote of the people of the city, those districts.Ho material is this re1 enlarged and liberal views, rto that tho
incapacity for the leadershipof a great people.
town or district in which the office is located:
value and importance of these reports
14. We denounce the recent amalgamation ox
biennialsessions of Congress; the electionof ported injury that we cannot but think
the Democrats aud Gioenbackers as the most
may he increased, ami the work that has
it overestimated,and the threshingmaall Federal officersto be under the control of
shameless political bargain and sale in the
the Federal Government,and to lie held at a chine will show such a result. The been done by Mr. Jenney in establishing
historyof Michigan politics. It conclusively
time other than holding State elections.
most serious loss is reported from Cass it on a practical and thoroughly systemproves that they have no principles that they
are not ready to barter for the spoils of office.
11. We demand that the fees and com- and Van Huron counties, and in the vi- atized basis he not lost. Under a conWe cordially invito ail citizens, of whatever pensationpaid all public officers,Federal, cinity of Jonesville,. Hillsdale county. tinuance of the careful personal superState and municipal,be so regulated as to
party heretofore, who value principle, who obvision it has had from Mr. Jenney, it
give a fair and just comiiensation for The damage resulted very largely
ject to being bargainedfor and sold like sheep,
can 1k> made still moro useful in the
from
imperfect
stacking.
Farmers
and who are in substantial accord with the fore- services performed,but not so great os to
going declarationot principles, to co-operate tempt the applicantsto adopt corrupt meth- expected soon to thresh and did not an- future, and the farming community
with ns in patting the brand of disapproval ods to obtain office or to impose unjust bur- ticipate such a succession of rains and should see that this is done. — Mich igan
npou politicalprostitution.
dens upon the people.
continuation of unfavorableweather.
12. We demand the enactmentof additionKANSAS DEMOCRATS.
Health In Michigan.
al and more stringentlaws, both Federal and Wheat, therefore, in not a few inThe Kansas DemocraticState Convention State, for the punishmentof briberyand cor- stances, which was supposed to he seReports to the State Board of Health,
assembled at Topeka, Aug. 31. Horn John ruption in office,and to secure the purity of cured was found materially injured in
Lansing,
by fifty-sevenobservers of
elections—
general,
special
aud
primary.
Martin, of Topeka, was nominated for Govthe stack by being wet. North of these
diseases in different parts of the State,
13. We are opposed to monopolies of every
ernor, but he declinedthe honor, and George

more than 100,000 among the moral and intelligent people of the State have asked by petition
that the question be put to the people by submission to them of a prohibitory constitutioual
amendment, we declare that we believetbal it
would be wise and patriotic for the next Legislature to submit each amendment to a direct
voto of the people, aud we demand that it be
so submitted.
10. The Republicans of Michigan -demand a
full legislative Investigation of the transportation question, with a vew to seeming snob legislative ensetments as will prevent unjasi-discriminations in rates by railroad lines operating
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The following is the platform adopted:
The Republican party of the State of Michigan, assembled a convention for the first time
since the tragic death of James A. Garfield, our
er and revered Chief Magistrate,
beloved leadt
grateful for the inspiring lessons of his life and
the example of his heroic death, record first of
all oar profound sorrow at his loss and oar
veneration for bis memory, and next our
strengthened,abiding faith in the stabilityof
counties, including the central and
show causes of sickness during the week
republicaniuatitutiorw and our fixed resolva W. Lick, of Atchlion,was placed at the head | kind, believing ^ them to be at war with the
northern wheat-producingsections of
X 1- _ — — — |
^ the ticket | best interest^ of the
— country
— —
”~
ofJ»«t4-I*--A.
the ticket, and-V the
remainder
of
imperiling
its
ending Aug. 26, 1882, as follows:
that governments of tlio people, by the people
and for the people shall not perish from Uie filled up as follows: Lieutenant Governor, power, prosperity and security,and eon- the Htftte, a large amount of wheat was
Frank Boem; Treasurer, Charles £, Gifford; trary to the genius and spirit of tree in- out in the shock and considerable still
earth.
A amber and Pei
Auditor, W. II Brow; Attorney General, Gen.
uncut, while no small portion of that
2. Chester A Arthur, called to the place of
Cent. o/ObeervHayden:
State
Superintendent.
D.
E.
Lout/power under the most trying and delicate cir14. We are opposed to the doctrine of which was stacked was hurt in some of Dhu’aHefin Order of Oreatett er$ by Whom
The
following
were
nominated
for CongressEach
iHaease
cumstances,has proved himself worthy of the
Area of he valence.
Wat Heported.
men-at-Large:C. A Leland, J. O’Flanigan woman’s suffrage, but when any respectable, ^jie moro northern counties. Nearly,
high trust reposed in him. He has given (o
' khe "'1io1h cr°p " as exposed to ten
the country an administrationconservative, and Martin Van Buren Bennett The nomiNumber] PerCeni
nation of the fourth man was referredto the
storm.
tlio central
shall not oppose the submission of an amend- days
patrioticand progressive. The Republicansof
State Central Committee. Two sets of resomi
ment to our constitutionto meet this de- part of the State Ingham, Ionia ami
Michigan extend to him their confidence for
'Diarrhea .................... 51
lutions were reported from the Committee
84
mand, but so far no such request has been Eaton counties suffered most severely, 2! Intermittent fever .......... 4S
the future,bared upon tho record of tbe past.
on Resolutions.The majority report declared
68
3 NcnralRtn .................... 39
3. The Republicans of Michigan once more
made.
in favor of the repeal of the prohibitory
34
60
4 Consnmption of luniiH ......
nearly, if not quite, half the crop being
declare their devotion to the time-honoredaud liquor law and tins constitutionalamend15. We are onnosed to national hanks, and
33
58
r> Rheumatism ................
fundamental principlesof tho NationalRepub- ment upon which it is based, on the ground insist that gold, silver and greenbackcur- seriouslydamaged and no small per56
32
G Remittent fever ............
lican party— libertyfor all men, equality before that it is an infringement of the personal rency shall lie the only money of the country. centage mined, while the products of
30
53
7lCholera morbus .............
the laws, perpetual union of the States, suprem29
61
Si Dysentery.................
16.* That fidelity to the constitutionand
rights of the citizens, and makes crimes of
Gratiot, Genesee, Huron, Lapeer and
26
46
acy of tbe National Government, and the inal- tilings that ore no where regarded as crimes
Cholera infatum ............
obedienceto the laws made in pursuance
Macomb counties were even more hardly HU Bronchitis .................. 21
37
ianable right of every citizen on every foot of
bv tne common law, and called for the sub- thereof is the first duty of good citizenship,
19
33
Americau soil to cast his ballot accordingto his stitution thereof of a well-regulatedlicense liecause of welfare and personal interest. dealt with. From the tenor of those 11 TonsillUs ..... ..............
25
14
Hi1 Inflammationof bowels....
sovereign will, and to have such ballot, and
law. The minority report,which is printed Obedienceto the law shieldsfrom anarchy returns it is evident that the crop suf- 13 Whooping-cough .........
13
23
only such, honestly counted and duly returned,
below, was adopted as the platformof the and protects from lawless violence and con- fered severely, and that an average of 14! Influenza.................... 13
23
fusion.
and
upon
its
honest,
just
and
imparto constitute tbe “voice of the people, ’’ winch
9
16
convention, after a very animated discusl.vTypho-malarlal
fever .......
at least 25 to 30 per cent, of the product
tial
enforcement
depends
the
safety
of
is tlio voice of God.
9
16
1ft
Tyiffiold
fever
(enteric)
.....
sion. by a vote of 177 to 128:
of
the
whole
wa#
reduced
at
least
one
7
12
liberty
and
property,
and
we
now
recall
with
nDiphtherla
...............
4. From its organization until now tho ReTHE PLATFORM.
7
12
is Pneumonia ...............
just satisfaction the traditional historyof our ; 0r two grades, or so much hurt as to be
publican parly has denounced slavery and
7
The Democratic party of the State of
12
in ErjrzipelM ...............
polygamv as "twin relics of barbarism.’’The
6
11
Kansas in convention assembled, recognizing
20 Scarlet fever .............
first perished at tbe hands of tbe Republican
6
21 Measles ...................
11
the people as the source of all political powland, and while now, as heretofore,we have
party, snot to death on the battle-fieldsaud
4
7
er, and the constitutionof the United States been opposed to all sumptuary laws and are to 11,000,000hush els would lie a mod- 22 Cerchro-splnal meningitis ..
buried in amendmentsto the constitution. Tho
3
5
23 Membranous croup ......
and of the State of Kansas as the funda- in favor of the widest latitude of personal
2
4
erate estimate
the extent of 24 liny fever ................
second disgrace of our civilization, and our
mental laws of the land, and tb at the chief liberty consistentwith the public safety, and
2
4
25 Diabetes .................
country must die. We demand that polygamy
object and end of government is to protect view with alarm any legislationin effect the injury, while the outside amount
be destroyed, and we cordially commend iho
anil defend its citizensin the enjoymentof
abridging the natural rights of the citizens would probably more nearly represent
Beside those tabulated above, the
efforts of our Senators aud Representativesin
life, liberty and property, does declare its
we emphatically announce that we do and the measure of damage. The outlook followingnamed diseases were reported
Cougress to that end.
political faith and purpose as follows:
shall insist and demand of all public officers for corn is at least a fair one, and should
each by one observer: Sore-throat,
5. Whatever may be our individual views as
1. That we have an abldin* faith In the | a fair, toeet and impartial
frost he late in September a very much mumps, spinal meningitis and memto the ultimate ideal system of international
isdom. patriotism
patriotismand
and capacity
capacity of
of the
the peopeo- ! even- law of the land not for l>0htlcifiP^fwisdom,
trade, we are all agreed that the public must
pose’s or reasons, nor to gratify the clamor 1 letter yield will Ik* assured than was branous croup.
pay the pensions of the nation’sdefenders, ple for self-government, and as our system and maudlin sentiments of hypocrites, dema- ^thought possible earlier in the season.
For the week ending Aug. 26, 1882,
of government is based on the theory of pertheir widows and orphans be sacredly guarded
gogues and shallow pretenders,but because The oat crop is the largest ever harvestsonal manhood and individualresponsibility,
the
reports indicate that diarrhea,reand tho current expenses of the government
patriotism,good citizenship and self-preserthat in the administration of public affairs
ed in the State, and is very generallyin mittent fever, influenzaand inflammaduly providedfor; that revenues necessaryfor
vation demand it, and the safety and happibut little should be left to the Government,
excellent condition. The apple crop tion of .the bowels considerably inthose purposes must in large part bo derived
but much to the people and to the sense of ness of the people require it
from duties upon in ports, and we affirm that responsibility in the citizens.
17. Wo are unqualifiedlyin favor of tem- will he a very light one in most parts of creased ; that neuralgia,typhoid "fever
in the adjustment of those duties in
perance, sobriety, morality and good order, the State. There will lie none to ship, and cholera infantum increased, and
2. We will defend and ever maintain the docany revision of the tariff, care should
and we rely largely upon the wisdom, patbo taken to relieve from taxation, so trine of equal rights to all. and special priv- riotismand* honesty of the citizen to so order and to give a fair supply for home con- erysipelasdecreased in area of prevasumption importations,even, may be lence.
ileges to none; the protection of the weak
far as practicable,the necessities of the
his life and conduct individuallyas to acagainstthe strong; equal and just taxation;
poor, especially such as do not come into comcomplish these ends. We are In’ sympathy necessary.
At the State Capitol, during the week
free speech; free press; free schools,and a
petition with American production,and at the
with the cause of temperance in truth and
ending Aug. 26, the prevailingwinds
free
uninterrupted
ballot
fairly
given
and
Michigan
Crop
IteportM.
same time to afford incidentalprotectionto
In fact, not ns a politicalhobby for the perwere southwest; and, compared with the
American producers,to the end that wages honestly counted; freedom for all men and sonal benefit of ambitious demagogues,unwomen
of every race, creed and color, and a
The value and success of the present ! preceding week, the average temperamav bo maintainedat tho American standard,
principledadventurers and sham reformers,^
ictual and absolute separation of church
pen*
and America control American markets.
and we demand the enactment and en- system of crop reports now in use
ture was considerably higher, the averand state.
s
6. We believe that tho time has come when
forcement of wise and just laws for the pur- this State is becoming more and more age absolute humidity was more, the
the public debt and the rate of interestupon
3. We demand a revision of the present pose of promotingthe cause of temperance,
clearly apparent. At the outset many relativehumidity slightly less and the
securitieshave been so far redncod that our
onerous and unjust tariff laws of the 'United and we submit to the impartialjudgment of
national legislatorsshould consider as an imStates. No kind of industry should lie fos- every candid man that the existing law on fannkrs were opposed to the system of day and night ozone the same.
tered by the Government to the injury of this subject,by reason of its unwise, op- issuing official reports pf the prospects
Including reports by regular observmediate duty a reductionof the burdens of
another!No class of men should be taxed pressive and tyrannical provisions,has not and outcome of the various crops. It ers and by others, diphtheria was retaxation, and as auxiliary thereto a revisionof
directly or indirectly for the comforts, con- been enforced,*and that it now stands as a
the tariff.
ported present during the week ending
venienceor interest of another. Every in- hindrance and obstructionto the growth of was claimed that these reports would
7. Wo believein a national civil service
dustry should fall or stand on its own merits. true temperance; that it has been and is still prove of more benefit to speculators and Aug. 26, and since, at fifteen places,
which does not create of the official class a sepAnd we especially demand that agricultural the cause of neighborhood quarrels,conten- dealers than to the farmer, and, in fact, scarlet fever at eight places, measles at
arate caste, nor take away from a citizen the
pursuitsand productions be encouraged and tions and strife, of fraud, corruption,perwould be used to decrease the value of eight places, and small-pox at five
inspiration of participating in the admimstramade free from all unjust discriminationin jury and violence, and liecause of these facts
tion of government, yet which require* that
favor of gluttonous and selfish’ corporations. we demand the enactment of such amend- farm products. That they were wrong places, as follows: At Westwood, Kaloffices shall be regarded as trusts to be admin4. We maintain . that the State has and ments, changes and modification of the law in their views is now plainly shown by kaska county (three new cases), Aug.
istered with intelligence,fidelity and economy,
must retain the power to control and regu- as will make the law effective and useful for a careful observationof the practical 21; in Walker township, Kent county,
and not as spoils to be distributedas the perlate the rights and duties of all corporations the purpose for which it was designed.
resultsthat have followed the publicationi and Orange township, Ionia county,
co
quisitesof political managers.
created by it, and we demand that the Leg18. It Is a cardinal rule In our system of
islature exercisethis power so as to protect government that the majority shall rule. It of these reports. In the first place, it Aug. 21 ; at Grand Rapids (one case
8. In the administration of State and nationthe people against unjust discriminations & equally fundamentalthat all just Govern- must be rememliered that dealers and I convalescent),’ Aug. 28; and Sebewa
al affairs we demand efficiency, integrity and
and exorbitant charges for the transporta- ments derive their powers from the people, businessmen must and will have such* township,Ionia county (ten cases),
economy ; that unfaithful officers be removed tion of freight and passengers by railroad
and punished ; that the public faith and credit corporations,and we particularly’ demand and it Is alike a fundamentalrule that when reports even if they have to secure them ' Mft.
Aug. 29.
any respectable number of the people debe maintainedand tbe people be providedwith
For the week ending Ang. 26, the
the enactment of such laws os will compel mand tnat any great public question once at tlieir own expense; and in the Westa circulating medium, safe, uniform and conall that have received charters by favor of
ern
States railroad officials,who have Sanitai7 Inspector reports two cases of
passed
upon
be
again
considered,
justice,
stitutional; that monopolies dangerous to tbe
the laws of this State to keep and maintain firmness and right requiresthat it lie done,
land to sell, make it a point to collect whoojping-congh among the immigrants
liberties of the people and punty of the laws
their general offices within the State.
because it would work no injusticeto any
be disfavored, and that the purity of the ballot
and publish them. These reports, for arriving at Port Huron.
5. We demand civil and religiousliberty, one. As there exists in the public mind a
be sacredly protected.
Henbt B. Baker, Secretary.
various reasons, are generally highly
absolute and perfect, for every citizen; and differenceof opinion as to the wis9. It is the' fundamental right of the people we declare, as we ever have, that our sym- jiom and policy of what Is known as the colored, as will lie seen by reference to
Here and There.
prohibitoryamendment to our constitution, those publishedthis spring from the
to alter from time to time the organic law of
pathies are with the poor, weak and* opthe State, as new circumstances or growing pressed of every land, and that the American and liecaiisciof the uncertainty whether
Northwest,where there are as yet no
Greexvile is to have a new depot.
. said amendment fairlv and honestly reflects
evils may r< quire, laying its foundationson
Union is and shall ever remain the asylum
established systems on the part of the
the
judgment
and
will
of
a
majority
of
the
such principle!:and organizing its powers in
Muskegon county peaches are a fine
and refuge on terms of honor and equality
snob form as to them shall seem most likely to of everv lover of liberty and personal liberty: people of Kansas on the subject, and it being States and Territories for supplying such
crop.
effecttheir safety and happiness. The evils of
and we’furtherdemand that the sanctityof importantthat the question be fully and information. Were such reports to go
, The Alpena mills will cut 175,000,000
intemperaneehave become so great that in the Americansat home and abroad shall ever finally settled at the earliest possible moout from all the States, the results would
name of patriotism the most efficient measures have instant and effectiveprotection and ment!! therefore
feet of lumber this season.
ought to bq taken to reduce those evils defense by the Federal Government,its minRfmlrrd, That we are in favor of the sub- be at once apparent in the fluctuating
Muskegon has another paper( called
to the minimum, and as the members isters and agents, regardlessoLcourtly forms mission of the prohibitionaryamendment to effect they would have upon the market
of no politicalparti *** "hoUj agreed as to
the constitutionof the State of Kansas at the price of the various farm products,and the Workingman's Journal.
whether this can be best done through prohigeneral election of State officers In Novem- :n -timnlatimr cambium in crain onThe Muskegon people talk of cultiber, 18&4, believing by that time the people !? Humiliating gamming in gram op
Godspeed:
bition or regnlatlon of the trafficin taxing liJe for life and liberty and for of the State will be fully advised os to the j ?l0nB’ , Bu^.
oft the jnoet vating beets for the manufacture of
quors, and as tbs people are and ought to be
I important States, such as Ohio, Michi- 1 sugar.
le homes of their
future.
the final arbitrators of this question, and as
tee
tl
feasibility of said amendment.

Farmer.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
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•

wHuJo Levi C. PRuer n w

Lauren L. O. Drew and wife to CorneliusRikkers sy
s w y sec 4 Jamestown ; $800.
Jlary A. Carpenterto Adrian de Kam e y w
and w y e y s w y s o y 19; west y n y n w
9,
n e 54 sec W Wright :»$2, 500.
Gerret Kok and wife to Dirk Van Farowe s e 54
n w V sec 4 Zeeland; $1,6(10.
IN OPINION.
Dirk Kok, 3r. to Gerrit Kok
Zeeland;$3,000.
Mr George P. Hoar, of Massachusetts,
Ktcbard Cox et. al. to Edward Cox 28 acres tu n
e y n w frl 54 eec 8 Jamestown : $550.
addressing the Senate of the United States
Henry Wevera and wife to Dirk Poest w y • w

WILLIAM

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

Saiuhday, September

swy

y
y

public life has

n e

y
y

sec

lit-

28; e

andwywyney

beyond the duration of a single

terra

But in that

brief

Judges of

high

Rethuel J. Hyst to Claik Ellis y acre In n e corner s, e y s o y sec 18 Georgetown; $450.

United States driven from
office by threats of Impeachmentfor cor
ruption or maladministration..
I have

Fanny Palmer to Hansom Doud e y e y e y n
frl y sec4Talmadge; $1,215.
Fanny Palmer to Hiram Cook part e y n w y
8ec4Talmadgc; $285.
Gerrit KamphuTs and wife to Arend Dykhuls s y

heard the taunt from friendliestlips that

»yncyBcc28 Olive;

of Senatorialoffice.

period I have seen

of

when

the

five

a

the

w

$300.
Post and wile to Harm Kok lot 8 subd of
loti block A Holland;$300.

in the East to take part with tbeciviiilized

world in generous competition

the

in

in which she surpassedall others beyond

* * *

questions was her corruption.

0.

-

When

-

—

(be rider iu the guiseof a

drunken

arts

product of her institution

of life, the only

W

John

United States presented herself

*

a circus ring

spectator staggered into

at

Marquette, Mich., And the ringmaster went

through with

the usual foolery of ejecting

him, incidentallyremarking that no police-

Commit men were ever present when order needed
House, now to be restored, a German officer bustled the

I have seen the Chairman of the
tee on Military Affairs in the

court, rise performer off to jail, iu spite of all protests
and explanations. "A choke is a choke,"
in his place and demand the expulsion of lie said, "but ven a man zay fere is de bofour of his associates,for making sale of lice, and vy don’d dey arrest dnt drunk
their official privilegeof selecting the man, dende Marquette bolice is in dot vicinidy, und don'd you forgot id, Mr Circus,
youths to be educated at our great miliI bed you.”
tary school. When the greatest railroadof
a distinguished member of this

the world, binding together the continent

Defendant.

Suit pendingIn the Circuit Court for ihe county
of Ottawa, in chancery, at the city of Grand
Haven, iu said county, on the 19'.h day of July,
A. D. 1882. In this cause, It appearing from
affidovilon(lie, that the defendant, Alvie Hyde, is
a residentof this State. That a writ of subpoena
had been duly issued In this cause, and that the
same could not be served on said defendant by
reason of his continued absencefrom his home in
this State, on motion of Wm. H. Parks, solicitor
for said complainant, It Is ordered that the said
defendant Alvie Byde, cause his uppearancu to be
entered within one hundreddays, from the date of
this order, and in case of his appearance, that he
cansc His answer to the bill of complaint to be
filed, and a copy thereof to be served on the complainant'ssolicitor, within twenty days after service on him, of a copy of said bill, and of this
order; and that In default thereof, said bill of complaint be taken as confessedby said defendant
Alvie Hyde.
And it is further ordered that within twenty
days, the complainantcause a copy of this order
to be published in the Holland City News, a
newspaper, published and circulatedweekly, Iu tbe
said county of Ottawa, and that said publication
bo continuedtherein once In each week, for six
weeks in succession, or that she cansc a copy of
this order to be personally served on said defendant, at least twenty days before the time above
prescribed lor his appearance.
Dated, August 29th, A. D. 1882.
CHA8. E. SOULE,
Circuit Court Commissioner.
Wm. H. PanKs, Complainant’sSolicitor.

FIRST

port of three committees of Congress— two

House and one here— that every
step of that mighty enterprise had been
in highest

places the shamelessdoctrine avowed by

men grown

or where aught but
benefit followed their administration.
ifestedby their use,
Price $1 00.

to bribe the people with

the offices created for their service, and

30-

when gained

is

promotion of

-

BERTSCH.

D.

Discoverer of D R.

everywhere.Directtoni in eight language*.
Price 50 centa and (ixo.

& CO., Prop’rt,

BUFFALO, N.Y..U.S.A.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

DRUG STORE

The new and

per piece at

_

D.

fast

—

JUST

*

steam yacht

Henry F. Brower

Schouten

&

BERTSCH.

at the Store of

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Schepers.

PRESCRIPTIONS
CAREFULLY COMPOUNDED.

SCHIPHORST,

NOTIONS,
CASHMERES,

The boaid of school examinerso(*Ottawa county will meet to examine applicants to teach in tbe
public schoolsof said county at the following

DELAINES,

GINGHAMS,

places and times:
Coopersvllle,Aug. 23. 1882, in the union school.
Holland. Aug. 29. 1882, In the union school.
Grand Haven, Oct. 27, 1882, In tbe court house.
Applicants for the third grade will be required to
pass a satisfactory examination in orthography,
reading, writing, grammar, geography,arithmetic,
theory, and art of teaching, U. S. history and

CALICOES,

TABLE LINEN,

FURMG

ca,

in so far as

30-

that destiny can be con- every discretion

trolled by a political party, has been

the

in

SCHEPERS & SCHIPHORST.

ol

Holland, Mich., August

at

D.

BERTSCH.

United States; and if there be a greater

I would

like Gov.

Plaisted or any other gentleman support
ing him to be kind enough to point in out.

which

If there be any chapter of historyin

human

progresshas been so rapid, in

which human rights have been guaranteed
so firmly and enlarged so grandly as within that period, I
look for

it

am

ignorant of

and where to find

where

to

now

at

it;

the end of these twenty-one
in

this' blessed year

an

opposition

of

1882,

years,

we

find

made up of two

or

three parties, and what do they propose to

do? Nothing. The positive measures, the
aggressive policies,the definition of the
line,

and the metes and bounds of

legisla-

tion have all been taken and prescribed by
the Republicanparty, and outside of

it

we

have had objection and cavil and quibble
and slander and
able and mean

all

Labor and other organizations, has ever
proposed a measure that was able to be
materialized into the form of

a

bill

or

re-

solve in the Congressof the United Slates
for the ameliorationof

any human woe,

or for the advancementof any public
.'l

What conclusioncan "laymen” draw
the differencein opinion of these dis-

tinguished gentlemen?

Real Estate Transfers in Ottawa
County.
For the week ending August 26, 1882.
Tiiis list includesonly such as seem to
be bona jule sales, quit claims, where the
consideration is very small, not given.

John Rlddoll and wife to Willem Coellnchn %£
s e * *ec 17 Georgetown ; $1,100.
Henry Coelingh and wife to Willem Coellngh n
n e J* b w X «ec 17 Georgetown : StiioO.
Johannes Schneydcraand wife to Willem Bwagerman and wife e * n e * Bee 4. Zeeland, $5,000.
Carrie E. Heeler to Joseph Hlakeney lota 7 and
8, s w add Lamont; $50.
Benton J. Harris and wife to Zenas G. Winsor
lot 10 blk 18 M. A H. add Grand Haven; $2,500.
Walter Kastman et. al. to Thomas Uofferannt
e

e

lot 3

sec 10; $86.66.

to Hiram Lull pt w W
w X s e K Bee 8 Allendale; $2,000.
bamoel 8. Kneetand and wife to Francis Hall pt
lot 2 sec 14 Grand Haven Oily; $150.
A rend J. Wlsslnk and wife to Cors. do Nys part
n w « » w K frl sec 19 Zeeland ; $1,000.
Edwin D. Blair and wife to Alexander McDonald

Galen Eastman and wife

.pt e

#

n

e

sec 11 Blendon ; $830.
Jacob Vandorbnrgand wife to Wm. H. Newhall
lot 5 blk 4 Haire, Telford A Hancock'sadd 8nrlm:
Lake; $700.
ItasselT. Cady and wife to George Gokey lot 2
blk6 West Olive: $150.
Ji>hn Waldron and wife to George Gokey pt a w
* neKsecl2 Olive; $75.
Ephraim Bridges and wife to George Gokey lot
12 blk 5 West Olive: $H»0.
Wm. A. Scott and wife to MenzoD. Barton 10
acres in s w corner of n w tfsec 14, and 80 84-100
acres In n e corner of see ISQeorgetown; $2,400.
L mra Jane Glnley to Arthur II. Ginley und 12
pt of 10 acres in sec 17 Polkton; $100.
Sylvester E. Spooner and wife to Charles W.
Hall lot 8 blk 2 Hosmer A Earls add Coopersvllle;

e

w

e

trip

dally between

DOUGLAS & SEAVERNS

Holland, September 7,

1882.
For freightrates or other informationapply at

Plans and

warehouse.
Specifications the boat, or at E. J. Harrington's
CAPT. P. PFANSTIEHL.

80-6W

for

T w elf th Street, in
of Holland.
1st.

The grading Is to be done accordingto the
adopted by tbe Common Coun-

profile and grade
cil. July 5. 1882.

2nd. Bids shall state the price of excavating and
cubic yard, and the price of claying and
graveling,per cubic yard. All other work is to be
Included in one sum.
8rd. No Iron stake or survey stake shall be removed or touched, o- dirt removed therefrom within a space of 3 feet, except li be under the direction of the eigineer in charge of the work.
4th. All stumps are to be removed and the sidewalks are to be taken up, wherever thin shall be
made necessary, and relaid upon grade in a good
and substantia!manner, subject to the approval of
the Common Connell. Crosswalksare to be taken
up, wherever this shall be made necessary, and relaid by the Street Commissioner under instrucfilling, per

tions of the

Common

Council.

5th. The average thickness of claj and gravel
to be nine inches, to wit: 4 Inches of clay and 5
inches of gtavel; the clay bed to be 5 inches thick
in the center of the street and to taper down to 3
inches at tne sides; the gravel bed to be 7 Inches
thick In the center of the street and taper down to
3 inches at the sides; the clay to be put down first;

following branches will be requiredto obtain a
first grade certificate: Algebra, bookkeeping,
natural philosophy, physiology, historyof Englisn
literature, and school law.
Applicantsfor the first and second grades will
bring a certificate from the chairman of the township hoard of school inspectors,showing that they
have taught the required time with ability and
success.
All applicants will present testimonials of good
moral character,recommendations from township
school officers prefered.
Applicants are required to be present promptly
at 9 a. m. and to remain until all of the examinations are completed.
By order of the Board of School Examiners of
Ottawa county, Michigan.
JA8. F. ZWEMER, Secretary.
Spbinq Lak*. July 10, 1882.

DUTCHESS OVERALLS,
A

Full

Ac.

Line of

Fresh Groceries
FLOUR AND FEED.
G.

Van Putten A Sons

Holland, March 24th, 1882.

FROM

The undersigned desires to

call

the attention of

the people of Hollandand vicinityto the fact that

psi
; Be IS
Em

he has purchasedthe

NO CURE! NO PAY.
CURE GUARANTEED

COR.

fl

First

Ward Grocery House
EIGHT 4 FISH STREETS,

and is prepared to serve the public with ever
thing that pertains to a first-class

TREATMENT PAINLESS
40.000 OPERATIONS AND NOT ONE DEATH

Idh.briwewhdffs system!

GROCERY

Store

Notice.

Dr. BrinkerhotTs assistant,8. B. Jamison,M. D.,
will be at the City Hotel, Holland, Mich., Aug. 10.
Sept. 7. Oct. 5, Nov. 2 and 80, Dec. 28, 1882; and
Township Drain Commissioner of the town- Jan. 25, Feb. 22, March 22, April 19, May 17, June
ship of Holland,county of Ottawa, will on the 14. 1883, Consultation free.
lltli day of September,at the house of Haarm
•
8. B. JAMISON, M.D.
Israel, in said township,at 9 o’clock in the fore-'
noon, meet parties futthe purpose of letting contracts for the construction of a drain in said township, known aa Drain No. 22, of said township of
Holland, commencing at the n if post of sec. 5
T. 5 N., R. 15 W., running thence s 4 degrees e,
330 rods, thence s 25 degrees 30 minnte* e 18 rods
and Clinks, thence s 12 degrees 30 minutes e 63
rods 13 links,thence s 18 degrees 30 minutes w
138 rods 10 links, thence s 30 degrees w 6 rods and
6 links, thence s 4 degrees e 228 rods and 15 links,
thence • 26 degrees 35 minutes e 17 rods 19 links,
thence s31 degreese 28 rods and 6 links, thence
s 48 degrees e 64 rods and 20 links, thence s 49
degrees 15 minutes e 85 rods and 5 links, thence
will buy all the Stave and Heading
s 92 degrees e 64 rods, wncre Innnptle* Into a
Bolls
you cun make and deliver the year
natural water course on section 16. of. said Town
and Range, and that I will then and there proceed round, viz:
to let contractsfor the constructionol the same Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
by sections,as I have apportioned and divided tho
White Ash Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
same, and that such contractswill be let to the
persons who will do the work according the speci- Elm Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
ficationsthereof made by me and now remaining Black Ash Stave Bolls, 33 inches long.
In my office, for the least sum of money and who
Black Ash Heading Bolls 38 inches long.
will give adequatesecurity for the performanceof
the same within such time as shall be specifiedin Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
suth contractsrespectively, tho undersignedre- Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
serves the right to reject any and nil bids. Notice
making contracts or further inis also hereby given that at the lime and place of
said letting of said contracts,the assessment of formationapply lo Fixter’s Slave Factory.
benefits made by me will be subject to review.
ED.
8upt.
Dated this 29th day of Angnit, 1882. *
or to O. Van Putten & Sons’ store.

VfOTICE Is hereby given, that I, Fred. L.SSontcr,

lx

23-ly.

ATTENTION

Farmers and

Bntter & Eggs always
on hand.
GIVE ME A CALL.
Don’t forget tho place No. 192, Eighth street,
cor. Fish.

F.DENUYL.

Holland, Mich., April 21,

1882.

l£-ly.

Woodsmen.

We

the width of said clay und gravel bed to be 20 feet
or less, to be determined hereafter; the qnalliy of
both clay and gravel to be approvedby the Common Council at die time of lettingthe job.
6th. The Common Council reserves tbd right to
rejectany and all bids; also to alter or amend the
profile, plats and diagrams of the work, and to InFRED. L. BOLTER,
crease or diminishthe amount of clay or gravel,or TownshipDrain Commissionerof tho township
modify its distribution when they shall deem It
of Holland.
80*2w
proper or necessary, and the differenceIn labor, if
any there should be, shall be computed at tbe contract price, whether the same be in favor of the
city or contractor,aa the cast may be.
7th. The work of grading is to be finished and
completed and ready for acceptance by the Common Council, on or before tbe 14th day of October,
1882, and when not so completedby that time, the
Common Council reserves the right to finish the
work at the expense of the contractor.
8th. The whole work of claying and graveling i#
The oldest established Stable in the city.
to be finishedand completedand ready for acceptance by tue Common Council on or before tho 1st
day of December 1882, and when not so completed
Street,
Eighth,
by (that time, the Common Council reservesthe
right to finish the work at the expenseof the contractor.
I have the newest and best HEARSE In this
9tb. The contracting parties will be required to city, with the finest horse? and carriagesfor funeral
give bond to the amount of One Thousand Dollars
purposes, which I will furnish
wiib-two good and sufficient suretiesfor the faithlol performance
and completionof the work, within the lime specifiedin the contract.Each bid
if
must lie accompanied with tbe names of the proposed sureties. The Insufficiencyof any proposed than any party In this cjty.
•urety or bondsman, will be sufficient cause for the
n. BOONE.
Council to reject such bid.
25- f
Holland, July 28th, 1882. <
10th. Payment is to be made tn two Installments.

The firstpayment to be made upon the completion
and acceptance of the grading work. The second
payment upon the completionand acceptanceof
the claying and graveling work, In cash or city
bonds, except that the sum of $400, being tho
amount to be raised by tax this year, shall not be
due until February 1st, 1883. The bonds will be
ls«ued and become duo iu accordancewith the
dates flxi-dlor the payments of the several Installments of the special assessment levied for this
Nathaniel V. Slayton and wife to Andrew Logan purpose, and besr Interestat tho rate of seven per
n
s e W and
s e if sec 8 Robinson ; $400. cent per annum, payable annually.— Adopted.
Tberon V. Hunter to Geo. T. Uunter u # n c if
By Order ofThc Common Council,
B
etc 25 Crockery ; $500.
GEO. U. 1IPP, Vitn Clerk.

$.m

make one

&

the'City

various side issues, like the Greenback and

from

will

as camp

gone ahead; bull challengeany gentle
man to show that in the whole of twentyone years the Democraticparty and its

good

Notice.

manner of dishonor-

followers after a great procession that has

30-ly

Notice is hereby given, that sealed proposals will be received by the City Clerk, Holland, Saugatuck,
Douglas,
of the city of Holland,Michigan,for the
in connectionwith the staunch lake steamers
work of grading, claying, and graveling,
that part of Twelfth street lying between
Fish and River streets, in the city of Holfor CHICAGO.
land, in accordance with the plans and
specifications,now on file in the office of
The FANNY SHRIVER will leave Sangntackfor
the City Clerk, until Wednesday, the 20th
after the arrivalof the Chicago boats at
day of September, 1882. All persons that 7Holtnnd
o’clock a. m., and will arrive In Holland at 9
make bids for the work, will be required o’clock,connectingwith all ti'ains on the Chicago
to deposit one load of clay, and one load & West Michigan Railway ; will leave Holland on
of gravel each on the east side of River return trip at 4 p. m., connecting at Saugatuck
with the night boats for Chicago.
street near ihe corner of Eighth street, as a
sample of the material they propose to
Fare from Holland to Chicago, $2.50;
furnish.
Round trip, $4.00. Fare from Holland to
By Order of the Common Council,
GEO. H. SIPP, City Clerk. Saugatuck,75 cents; Round trip, $1.00.

the Grading; Claying
and Graveling of East

critics following

1882.

Fanny Shriver

chapter of history written in the annals of

kind,

31,

THE STEAMER

keeping of the Republican party, of the

the human

GOODS;

Hats and Caps,

City.

A large assortmentol Dress Goods

9

DRESS GOODS,

To all who are sutiering from the errors
GENTS’
and the gratificationof personal re- and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weakL.
venge. I have heard that suspicion haunts ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c.,
Gradnateof the Unlvehtltyof Leiden, will be pre- civil government.
the footsteps of the trusted companions of I will send a recipe that will cure you,
pared, at all hours of the day or night, to attend
To obtain a second grade certificatea higher
free
of
charge.
This
great
remedy
was
to patleuts.
the President."
average percentagewill be requiredand the foldiscovered by a missionary in South
lowing branches will be added: Physiology,
Mr. J. G. Blaine in a recent speech deelementary algebra,single entry bookkeeping,
America. Send a self-addressedenvelope
MR.
A.
HUIZINGA,
Prescription
Clerk
emand so much of the school law as pretalna to the
livered at Portland, Maine says:
to the REV. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station
ployed by the old firm will still continueIn our duties of teachers.
28-ly
"For twenty-one years past last March, D, New York
employ.
In additionto those of the third grade the
the destiny of the United Slates of Ameri-

SUMMER

DRY GOODS

1

1882.

DR.

RECEIVED

—

A Card.

tion,

MEENOS.

D, 1R.

SPRING A

will leave the dock at the head of Black Lake
every week day. commencing Monday, June I2th.
for Macatawa Park and return at 8 a. m. and at :20
p. m., and 4 p. m.. and return to Holland, at 12 m.,
2:45 p. m., and 6 p. m. Fare for round trip 25
We would respectfullyInform the citizens of this centa.
city and vicinity,that we shall endeavor to merit
Holland. June 9,
18—
the patronageof all the old customers and as
many new ones as may see fit to patronize us.
'

by

For Sale

G.

Successorsto —

,

Price S1.60 per bottle. Be sure and ask tot
Dr. Marchisi’sUterine CathoUcon.Take no other,

LAKE MICHIGAN.

/

MABCHISrS

A POSITIVE CORE POR FEMALE C0MPLAMT8.
Thisremedy will act in harmony with the Female system at all times, and abo Immediately
upon the abdominal and nterine muscles, and restore them to a healthy and strong condition.
Dr. Marchisi'sUterine CathoUconwill cure falling of the womb, Lucorrhcea, Chronic Inflammation and laceration of tho Womb, Incidental
Hemorrhage or Flooding, Painful, Suppressed
and IrregularMenstruation,
Kidney Complaint,
and ia especiallyadapted to the Change of Life.
Send for pamphlet free. All letters of inquiry
freely answered. Addressas above. __

Tha belt internal and eiterna! remedy in the

AND

_

UTERINE CATIIOLICON,

world. Every bottleguaranteed.Sold by medicine

FOSTER, MILBURN

______

_______

UTICA. N.Y.,

ache, and all pains and aches.

deal era

J.

DR.

Examination of Teachers.

Best Colored Peach Tarletan, at $1.20

ambi-

selfish

Cures Rheumatism, Lumbago, Lame Back, Sprains and
Bruises, Asthma, Catarrh,
Coughs, Colds Sore Throat,
Diphtheria, Bums, Frost
Bites, Tooth, Ear, and Head-

—

special Notices.

be used

the true end for which it should

-----

best assortment and latest styles of
Buttons at

old in public office,that the

is

-

The

true way by which power should be gained
in the republic

Will#

UniversalApprobation

of the

taken in fraud. I have heard

ECLECTRIC

MACATAWA PARK

WARD

and uniting the two great seas which wash By the community at large has been given
ourshoars,was finished, I have seen our to Burdock Blood Bitters. No instance is
national triumph and exultation turned to known where dissatisfactionhas been manbitternessand shame by the unanimous re-

D-THOMS'

ALVIK HYDE,

nwysey»ec26;wyeysw

28;

sec

y e 54 B W y 8 e y sec 26 and w
Zeetand;$5,000.
Jan Poest to Hendrik Wevera et. al. a w y n e
y and pt e y e y a e y n w y sec 19 Zeeland; n
w y b e y sec 20 Zeeland;
n
wykndnjj, n w y s e y n w y sec 2.5 Holland
8 e

been a very yeyswyneysec28

brief and insignificantone, extending

court

Circuit Court for
the county of Ottawa, In chancery.

eyw^seysecB

in 1870, spoke as follows;

tle

O

i

Publication.

of

QTATK OF MICHIGAN: The

y ANNIE L. HYDE,
y
Complainant.

1882.

DliTE&ENOE

"My own

Order

lec 3 Spring Lake; $1,-

000.

r-'T

HI.

VER 8CHURE,

BOOIsTE,

On Market

as cheap,

Young Mon and Women will not only save money but valuable tiigc in theTuture by attending the
Grand Rapids Business College, where they will
receive a Thorough,Quickening,Practical education. Send for College Jonrnal.

WEBB’S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE CO.,
A Cnre
Buffalo,N.Y.

Gnarantecd.

. Bold in Hollandby D. R.

Meengs. •.

62-ly

1882. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1882.

near

not cheaper

'

Dissolution Notice.
nrHEflrmof Schouten A Schepers (Roelof A.

L

For

WEBB'S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE.
It Is a positiveand effectualremedy for all Nervous Diseases In every stage of life— young or old,
male or female. Snch as Impotencr,Prostration,
loss of Strength, loss of Vitality, Defective Memory, Impaired Brain Power, and diseases from
which an nnnatura! waste of life sorings, all o
which cannot fall to undermine the whole system
Every organ is weakened, every power prostrated,
and many forms of disease are generatedwhich,
If not checked, pave the w ay to an early death. It
rejnvenates age arid reinvigorates youth.
Each package containssufficientfor two weeks
treatment. Write for pamphlet, which will be
sent free, with full particulars.
Sold by alt Druggists at 50 cents a package, or
twelve packagestor $5.00. Will be sent free by
mall on receipt of money, by addressing

Schouten and Henry L. Schepers ) is hereby
dissolved by mutual consent. All debts dne from
the firm of Schouten A Schepers to be settled by
Henry L. Schepers and Lucas Schlphorst,successors to said firm. All accounts dne tho old
firm to be collected by Dr. R. A. Schouten.or
Henry L. Schepers.
Dated, Holland. August 22nd. 1882.
ROELOP A. SCHOUTEN, M. D.,
HENRY L. SCHEPERS.

BE!

I

IMS'

Ml

Kid Gloves, Fans, Beads,
Bonnets, Dress and Hair Ornaments, Worsted, Canvas,^
Cardboard, Cord and Tasspls, Rushes, Collars,Jtfantelets, Infants Cloaks, Veiling, Silks, Moire Antique and Plain V el vets, Crape, Laces, Flowers,
Feathers, and a full assortment of tbe latest styles of Hats and
Bonnets Ribbons Moire Antique, plain and fancy.

L &
XX7GKEXTXS

>

VAN DEN BERGE,

S.
STREET-

L

A larch

JOTTINGS.
Excursions were olenty

is

Grand Rapids

at

The West Mich. Car shop

seem U> be •‘scarcer’n hens tcethF’

hove received

Mr. W. H. Joslln, of Grand Rapids,
was in the city this week visiting old

rumored that the fusion candidate twenty bushels to the acre.

is

he had

left

-

List of lettersremaining in the

all

office, over

Mrs. Dora J. Brown, Mrs.

Geo. W. Wood,

-

The southern extension of the Chicago
and West Michigan Railway has reached
Wellsboro,Ind. It crosses the Baltimore
and Ohio and the Chicago and Grand

Mary

-

ot years, leaves this

the

Rev. 31. D. Terwllliger,on Wednesday,

Standard Roller Mills

six

last Monday with an unusual

#

Mr. Reynolds at Breyman’s store, has a
diagram of the seats for “The Pathfinders” show. It costs y3U no more
to secure the seat you want, than it does
to wait and be obliged to take an inferior
seat when you get to the Hall.

ful, will

if

perform his

satisfactionof this

The

amount

appearancesare not

work to

of

splendid “string.”

who

has been book-

week

for

number

Orange City

position in

-

(Iowa) Blade.

deceit-

the entire

The

Classis of

at 2:30 o’clock p.

Michigan will meet

in

next Tuesday, Sept. 12,

m. On Tuesday even

ing at Y:30 there will

finder’s entertainmentthis evening, has

and a discussionof the question
“What can be done for the development
of the Reformed Church at the West?”
all the sessions of

the Classis and

es-

pecially to the exercises on Tuesday even-

will, with-

vited.
—

now enabled

to

promptly attend to the

A telegram was

received here

-

—

The democraticand greenback congres-

convention in the evening.

The

Thursday. There was seven coaches “full
Just step into Mr. Breyman’s Jewelry
of ’em.” The 8. B. Barker conveyed the
store and see the large and elegant stock
excursionists to Macatawa Park where the
of beautiful silverware which he ha? just
day was spent in enjoyment, and at 6:30
purchased,and at the same time take a
p. m. the party started back for Grand

is

POND'S EXTRACT.
RECOMMENDED BY PHYSICIANS!
USED

IN

i*

H. N. Stinson; Ionia, Samuel
Stowell, D. C. Spaulding,Chauncey;
Waterbury;Allegan, Martin Cook,
U. B. Peck, R

L.

building up an extensive trade in

Arthur Meigs,

NewuhamjOttawaJacob

of Kent,

It

it

Steam Fitting and Pump
Driving promptly done

---

never told tn bulk m b!

Gas,

FilorUUK FOR LADUCS’ BOUDOIR.

POND’S EXTRACT ..... Toilet Crainv .......

.....

on short notice.

50ch SI-OO*

t.00 Catarrh Cura. ...... 75

.......... 50 Platter ............ 25
Lip Salve ........... 25 Inhaler (Glaii 60c.). t.00
Toliet Soap (3 Cakes) 50 Natal Syringe- ...... 25
Dentifrice

Ointment-'

.

Family Syringe,$1.00.

preparation. Bent free on application.
Or oou N kw Fakfhlst with Hnrroinr or

14

West I4th St.. New York.
WALSH, Holland Mich.

M.

Le-

GRAND HAVEN

STOCK

USTIEW
—

OF-

SOOTS & SHOES
-

E.

Just received

at

--

HEROLD,

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

--

ITEMS.

Room 5, Miss E. Dutton; Room 6,
The U. 8. Steamer Andrew Johnson
Zwemer; Room .7, Miss A. Breyman; was in port last week, looking as bright as Physicians PrescriptionscareRoom 8, Miss Christina Pfanstieh); Room a new dollar. She is on a cruise inspect
fully Compounded.
Miss

KEMERS & BANOS.

&

Doesbnrg

J. Scott, proprietor of the

Park

Grand Rapids and
the officials of the Chicago A West Michigan Railway. About fifty people, all told,
to the press of

Contrary to

April 19th. 11-ly

Otto Breyman

dr

Grand Rapids Mr.

of Ionia,

the convention, but the

were presented to

name of E.

A.

made

Kent delegates took several ballots, one of

...

.

. -

of the Schr.

Kate

Gillett, of

Chicago, was

proprietorof the Barker,

convention divided. Ionia and Ottawa

rn to us and went

into the

convention solid for Web-

lehost” ster, and when Moses Taggart seconded

Tb
>me one
resorts In
of the

GROCERY
~^AND~*-,

DRY GOODS
C.

Nkws.

S

STEKETEE

TORE
&

BOS,

on the corner of River & Ninth

Sts.

Can now b« found, not alone a complete atock
of Groceries.— always of tha Freaheatand Pnreat,
but also all kind* of Farmer* Produce, Provlalona,
Etc., Etc.
Alio a very large and assorted atock of

DRY GOODS
Which we ntend to
embracing-all the I

ble

keep aa complete aapoaal
teat and beat made fabrics

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
STEKETEE A

BOS.
M-ly

1880.
GREAT REDUCTION
Holland. Oct.

19th.

IN PRICES IN

THE

ALBERS,

Jewelry, Watches,
Silnmn,

Plitidwrt, ul

Fuoj 600k

Oct.

15.

1881.

DON’T FAIL TO CALL

87-ly

ON

time,

fell, but the

All the

Goods are warrantep

to be just as

represented

clothes tearing away, he was unable toiave
her and she sank immediately. The body

was recovered in

a abort time but life

was

extinct. The remains were taken to Chicago

for interment.

Webster’s nomination on behalf of a large
proportion of the Kent delegates, the jig

R. A.
At

BRAYMAN,

the old place of L. T. Kanters.

An entire new atock of

about 20 feet into the river. Her husband

caught her by the dress as she

and the Kent delegation went into the

din

NEW

ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold al
cost for the next 60 days.

Mrs. Bailey, wife of Capt. John Bailey,

Bay whlch-stood 18 for Webster and 12 for who was standingclose by at the
John C. Fitzgerald, of Grand Rapids, but

tender tour the caucus could not unite on a candidate

the

THE

a

ibers of the Park Aa^ocl-

fifch

IN

7 years old, a son ol

of Gen. B. D. Batchellorpicked the body of the littli
Allegan, and Rev. Washing- fellow up near the mouth of the river.

iral advantages of the

Slates, is

JOHN DE BOER.
25-tf.

J.

to make 4ke trip one
drowned at Kirby’s shipyard last SaturMereatiuf and enjoyable strong fight for the office, did pot appear
1 have engaged the services of Mr. N.
day forenoon. She was walking on the
H.
Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
fear. Mr. A. M. Nichols, in the convention, he having withdrawn
taffrail of the schooner, which is getting
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
>ger Agent of the Chicago at the caucus of the Kent delegates, held
repaired in the boxes, putting up a clothes watches, so that our work can be warat noon. After Earle’s withdrawal, the
; R’y, was present and exline, when she made a misstep and fell ranted.

^ry that surrounds the

MELIS.

JEWELRY STORE

The names

Earle, of Grand Rapids, who had

as highly pleased with the

0.

SthSTBEET,HOLLAND, MICH.
A little boy about

.

mt

WM.

Clocks which have been sold for $4, are

too Gardner,

resort.

Drayman.

now for sale at $8. The entire stock on
band will be sold at that rate. Plated

Pritchard,of

number

Boer,

Mulligan, was found missing on Fri-

Graju Rapids was not

as well represented;

John De

last Friday afternoon, and William O. day night last. Search was made for him
Webster, of Ionia, was nominated by ac- without avail. Monday morning the tug

tion of this district, held in

the^arker at 12:16 m. The press %fj

J5JT

Melis, or to

•Dealer in-

general expectation, there

was no contest in the republican conven-

accepted the invitation and were on board clamation.

a sufficient

Orders will
be promptly filled. Apply at
the Ham ware store of Wm. C.
possible prices.

0.

Holland, Mich.,

profession.

House,

We, the undersigned, having
become the agents for the coal
firm of E. L. Hedstrong, of
Buffalo, W. Y., are now prepared to deliver No. 1 coal
immediately, for the lowest

patronage of this public.

febre;

De'Wit^ losy just such/an egg last spring,
and he tgirfoatoraliyiays claim to what 9, Miss F. M. Westveer; Room 10, Miss ing Life Saving Stations.
he sn
Is hlf7 property. Now the Hej^n Pfanstlohl; Room 11, MissZwenW.
The City Treasury is virtually empty,
to whlob of tbesev ntiemen TtHToumber of scholars in attendance >s\s
question
and a great deal of dissatisfactionexists
does the
belo^ The one doubted- follows:Rooms No. 1, 20; 2, 41; 8, 29; 4, among the City Officers,and others who
ly does
t want that which d
not be- 80; 5, 41; 6, 64; 7, 49; 8, 58; 9,70; 10,86; have claims against the City, on account
long to/ him, and the other d
not want 11, 75. Total, 563, of which 287 are girls,
of being unable tp get their pay.
to be tpe receiver of stolen p
rty. It is and 276 are boys. Several new studies
have been introduced, Into the schools and
a conindram which we give tp.
Miss Emily Pageison,who graduatedas
every effort will be made by the Superin- an M. D. last June, at the University of
One oflhtf most pleasantexcursionsof tendent and Board of Education,to make
Michigan, left last Friday for Btiston, on
the season was the one of last Wednesday the present year one of the most successher way to Europe where she intends to
afternoon, which was in accordance with ful In the history of our schools.
spend a year in the further study of her
the Inivtationextended by Macatawa Park

l SOUS.

COAL! COAL!

;}

-

Miss E. C. Allen; Room 4, Miss

RANTERS

POND’S EXTRACT CO.,

Drugs, Medicines,

egg while foraging for a
“good square meal.” D also appears that
Mr. John Vin den Benlt, a neighbor of

and Mr. W.

R.

otm

-

Association, Messrs. Brower

Sheet Iron.

PnxrAEATioMaBurr FREE on affuoaxiom to

Kremers & Bangs,

fresh

all

work in Tin, Copper and

.......... 50 MedicatedPaper-.. 25

CALL AND SEE

wry

Prompt attention given to

was chosen chair-

-

IDE.

1

genuine. A Ivay* innit cm ktvlng POND'S
Take %o other pnjmetien.

„ ...

a

DRAIN

EXTRACT.

man.
Last Tuesday, the 14 year old son of the sale otjinc watches and is a reliable
dealer.
Don’t
forget
this
when
you
desire
Mr. J. B. Van Vorst, who resides about
Religious services for to-morrow:
two and one half miles southeast of this anythingin his line of trade.
Hope Church— Rev. D. Van Pelt, Pastor. A large and elegant stock of FINE Ladles and
Gentleman’*Shoes, Gaiters and SI ppers,
city, was engaged in driving a team drawMorning, “Sanctifyingand Glorifying the
A team belonging to Mr. C. Ogden, of
ing the tumbling rods of a threshing ma:o:Lord.” Evening, “Advanced Faith w.
Olive, became unmanageable and started
chine, when the horses becoming frightAdvanced Thought.”
to run, upseflngthe wagon, which conened started up suddenly, throwing the boy
First Ref. Church, (Church Edifice)—
US.
tained two ladies and the owner of the
from the wagon and dragging him along
Servicesat 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. In
£. HEROLD.
horses. The ladies found themselves octhe ground for a considerabledistance.
the morning the services will be con- Holland, Mich., Sept. 1,1880.
cupying rather an undignified position on
His injuries were many but among the
ducted by Rev. Dr. Hoedemaker, of Ama level with the streets, but fortunately
worst was the cutting of his lips, the unsterdam, Netherlands.
they were not injured to any extent. Mr.
der lip fairly hanging down on hfs chin.
First Ref. Church, (College Chapel)—
The boy says the horses kicked him in Ogden, with considerable pluck, held on Services 9:30 a. m. and 2 p. m. The
--- dealers iq
to the reins and was dragged a short disthe mouth, but it is hardly pronably as the
services will be conducted by Rev. James
tance in a rather unpleasant manner, and
wound is not as severe as it would have
De Free, of Pella, Iowa.
was bruised a little. This all 'happened
been if the horse heels had struck him.
Third Ref. Church— Rev. D. Broek, Pas
last Tuesday afternoon 1 at the corner of
Dr. Kremers attended and reports his pator; servicesat 9:80, a. m. aud 2 p. m.
Eighth and Fish streets. The “urchins”
tient “doing nicely.”
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Serin the vicinity enjoyed themselves hugely
PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
vices at 9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m. The
A large black snake was killed recently picking up blackberries which had formed
services will be conducted by Rev. Van
by Mr. De Wit, of Fillmore, who observed a part of the wagon’s load.
der Werp, of Noordeloos.
Haviug purchased the entire stock and
after the demise of the snake, an unnatuMethodist Episcopal Church— Rev. M.
“good will” of T. E. Annls & Co., we
The Public Schools opened last Monral protrusionon the body. On a posO
D. Terwllliger, Pastor. Services at 10:30
day
with
the
following
corps
of
teachers:
will endeavor to merit, by fair treatment
morremthe protrusionwas found to MN
a. m., and 7:80 p. m.
caused by a large glass “nest egg,” which Grammar department,Miss N. Wakker;
and honest competition,a share of the
the snake had undoubtedly mistaken for Room No. 2, Mrs. S. J. Higgins; Room 8,

-

REFRIGERATORS

HOSPITALS!

thagla*,9*di*r |><dwrj
trademark on *irrow*&ingb\if
WW"^*0**
ether

STOVES,

OIL

sects, More Feet, are certainlycured by

Meigs,

peep at the fine and costly slock of gold Baar, John Roost, George D. Sanford;
watches which he has for sale. Mr. Brey- Member at Large, N. A. Fletcher, of Kent.

man

Garden Tools, Lawn Mowers,
able.

last

hi§

and Bay. Come again.

complaint* yield to ita wondroua power.

session Sold by H.

ing up a good trade

Rapids well satisfied with Macatawa Park

Doors, Sash and Glass,

Ladies road page* 13, IS, 91 and M inonr
New Book wbicb.aooompanie* each bottleof our

patrons. “Charlie” is build- Friday from Orange City, Iowa, telling of lasted until nearly 11 o’clock, and resulted
and his energy and the death of Mr. Simon Kuypcr, of that in the nomination on the sixteenth ballot
of Hon Julius Houseman, of Grand Rapids.
enterprise entitle him to a good share of
place, of small pox. Mr. Kuyper will be
The nomination was made unanimous.
the work in this city.
remembered here as the son-in-law of Mr.
The nomination is probably the strongest
The employees of the Berkey & Gay A. Vennema, and had just returned home that could have been made. The followFurniture Company, of Grand Rapids, from a visit to his wife’s parents in this ing district congressionalcommittee was
came to this city on an excursion last city, when be was taken sick.
appointed: Kent, G. W. Thompson,Arthur
wants of

of

manner. #

For Inflated and Rare Eyaa-lta effect
npon these delicate organa is almply mamlkma.
It is the Ladies’ Friend—AU female

ing, the Holland public are cordially in-

been placed at25aud 85cen^8,with noextra

a full stock

White Lead, Brushes, Etc,

be public exercises

Mr. C. H. Harmon, the popular barber out doubt, give them a rousing house for sional convention for this district met in
the play is full of fun and laughter from Grand Rapids last Wednesday,and adof the First Ward, has secured the services
the beginningto tie close.
journed in the afternoon to meet in joint
of a first-class tonsorial artist, so that he
is

Pile*,
lathe greatestknown remedy.

It

consisting of the reading of interestingpa-

To

price of admission to the Path-

Far
lag,

EXTRACT" blown in

pers,

community.

charge for reserved seats. This

a

* Hope Church, on

Prof. Hummer, the new superintendent

energy, and

weeks.

take

Wa

Mary Qretzinger, of East Sauga-

here to day, it is expected that the mill of our Public Schools, assumed his duties

will be in running order in about

a

in

a bank there. His
ramily will remain about five weeks,—

bride’s parents in East Saugatuck,by the

arrived, and as the mill- wrights will be

We keep on hand

THE WONDER OF HEAUNG!

largest weighing

keeper for Kruidenler Bros, for a

tuck.

General Hardware

Toothache, Faceache, Bllee of InMr. J. M. Oggle,

!o

to Miss

of this city, caught

J. C. Post,

about 8 pounds. It was

Married:— At the residence of

Last Thursday the eighth car load of

Rapids,

Conklin,

Aug. 80th, Mr. Frank Albert, of Cheshire,

Trunk Roads near that point.

Grand

Post, of

two hours. The

about

7

day or night.

twenty-fivewhite bass last Tuesday
post-

& Sons,

-~A-~dealcr* In-

DTVAL0ABLB FOB
BURNS, SUNBURNS, DIARRHOEA,CHAT*
ZNQS, STINGS OF IN8B0T8, PILES,
SORB BIBS, SORB FEET,

and healing in a marveilona

Mr. Hoyt G.

Wm. Verbrek, P. M.
-«•*«

now be found at his
Kremers & Bangs’ Drug Store,

at all hours of the

aud Mr.

at Holland, Mich., Sept. 7th, 1882:

offlee

commencing

next Monday night.

for the

re-

Chicago and West Michigan

the

-

agreed to close their places of business at

machinery

Kimball, has

MEitn

•

•to., etc.

Spelder has hung up a

“ shingle,” and can

Railway seems to have been a mistake.

$50 in the purchase of book?.

eight o’clock in the evening,

Dr. E. De

turned from the west, and the rumors that

instructed

merchants of this city have

not as much

in this locality is

injured as was expected, some fields that

General Manager
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was not known where. from him passed down by various stages
Hence Andrew Andrews was in his line to Madame Recamier, and then to young
as well as following the custom of the Vaurien, who sold it two years ago at
trade when he sought agents and spies, the Hotel Drouot, where you bought it?
to whom he offered a generous commis- Is it still in your possession ?”
“ The drop of the Lipperley necklace !"
sion should they bring him within
measurable distance of Lady Lipper- murmured Andrew Andrews. He was

THE CARVER AND THE CALIPH.

market — it

•
BY AUSTIN DOBSON.
Wo lay our story in the East
Because 'Us Eastern? Not the least;
We place it there becausewe fear
To brinit its i>arablotoo near,
And touch with an tin guarded hand
Our dear, contidinirnative laud.

over-

world-famed necklace.
pearl
a strangercame into the office where Andrew Andrews transacted necklace which he had set his heart on
his business, examined his books and having, and here was the drop — the faoffered his wares. He was looking now mous drop — within reach of his hand.
“Well, Mr. Andrews,” said the stranger
over his correspondencewith young
Vaurien, who had a few good things left sharply, “have you that snuff-box?”
“The snuff-box? What snuff-box?”
in his ancestralhome, for which the
connoisseurwas in treaty, when a tall, asked Andrews, recalled to himself, like
well-conditioned, haudsome-looking man a sleeper suddenly awakened.
The stranger looked at him with frank
with a militaryair and a good address,
ley’s

One day

A certain Cali»t, irvtho days
The race affected vnuTant ways,
And prowled at cvc, for Rood or bad,
In liutos and alloys of Bagdad,
Once, fonni at edtffeof the iMiai ir
K en where the poorest workers are,
A carver.
Fair his work and fine,
With mysteries of inlaocd dosi^n.
And shapes of shut significance
To aught hut nn anointedglance—
Vue dr-.\unsami visions that grow plain
la darkened visions of the bruin.
But all day busily ho wrought
From dawn to eve, ami no one bought!—
Have when some Jew with look askant,
Or keen-eyedGreek from the Levant,
Would pause a while—depredate—
Then buy a month’s work by the weight,
Bearing it swiftly %ver the seas
To garnish rich men’s treasuries.

Ami now for long none bought at

much astonished,absorbed,
come to listen to the rest. The
too

PERRY DAVIS’

drinking old chap ; but if he were sober
he knew a good thing when he saw it,
and spotted a forgery as unerringly as
a retriever brings in a bird. He looked
through the gilt bars of the glass case
where the famous necklace was lying;
and as he looked he might be seen
laughing greatly to himself.

Pain-Killer
a SAFE AND SURE

“Splendidlydone!” he said halfnlond. “A real work of genius! Ought
to succeed ; and don’t wonder it fetched
that ass, Andrews ! Best thing of the
kind I have ever seen ; and if Andrews
were not such a bumptious fool I would
leave him to find it out by himself. But
he wants a lesson, and by the Lord

REMEDY FOR

Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,

Cramps,

Harry he shall have it.”
Tim next day the little snuffy old man
called on Andrews with a bundle of disw alked straight through the front shop, surprise.
“Why, Mr. Andrews, what has come colored old plates and torn sheets of
disregardingthe shopman’sinquiries as
over
you?” he said, 'with a light laugh. letter-press under his arm.
to what he wanted, and came full upon
“Andrews,” he said bluntly, “you
Andrew Andrews in his sanctum sancto- “One would think you had been struck
by some demon. We should say so in have been taken in this time. That
rum.
“Good morning, Mr. Andrews,” he my country. What has happened to necklace is no more the Lipperley neck-

with an easy, off-hand you? What is it?”
“Nothing," said Andrews, trying to
man accustomed to the world
laugh
as lightly as his visitor, but makand not afraid of his company. He

all,

bo he lay sullen in his stall.
Him thus withdrawn the Caliph found,
And smote his staff upon the mound I
*’ Ho, there, within! Hast wares to sell?
Or slumber'st, having dined too well?”
’’ Dined," tmoth the man. with angry eyes,
“How shall I dine when no ono buys7"
“ Nay, said the other answering low,
“ Nay, I but jested. Is it so?
Take, then, this coin, but take beside
A counsel, friend, thou hast not tried.

forgery, sir; wonderfully well done, but
only a forgery after all.”

like an Englishman who had boon many
years abroad, and who had thus, by long
contact, acquired a certain genre, as
things which have lain near coffee or

musk or tobacco become impregnated

This craft of thine, the mart to suit,
Is too relined,remote, minute;
These small conceptionscan but fail;
Twere best to work on larger scale,
And rather choose such themes as wear
More of the earth and less of air:
The fishermanthat hauls his net—
The merchant in the market set—
The couriers posting in the street—
The gossips as they pass and greet—
These tilings are plain to all men’s eyeti.
Therefore with those they sympathise.
Further (neglect not this advice!)
Be sure to ask three times the prioe.”

The carver sadly shook his head ;
Hu knew ’(was truth the Caliph said.
Frdm that day forth his work was planned
Bo that the world might understand.
He carved it deeper and more plain ;
He carved it thriceas large again ;
He sold it, too, for thrlco the cost;
. Ah! but the artistthat was lost!

with the foreign odor of their neighbor,
“Good morning, sir,” said Mr. Andrews, with a sharp glance that took in
the whole personality of the visitor,
from the well-brushed hair, just beginning to thin on the temples, to the wellcut coat fittinglike a second skin on the
handsome back, and the perfect boots,
in which a couple of small and nicelyshaped feet were incased.
“You deal in gems, einque-cento
work, jewelry, majolica— bric-a-bVac, in
a word ?” said the r.tranger, whose dark
eyes were roving round the place like
an owl out amousing, or a hawk hovering above a dovecote.

Mr. Andrew Andrews bowed an
assent.

“Yenr name is well known all over
the world,” continued the stranger, in
his careless, off-hand way. “At all

THE LOST NECKLA.CE.
We all have onr ambitions.That of
Andrews, the great dealer in jewelry
and bric-a-brac,was to be acknowledged
the finest judge of precious stones and
antique work to be found in the trade.
He worked early and late to obtain this
reputation, and by dint of perseverance
and a few clever hits, much expenditure
of money and not a trifle of burnt
fingers during his apprenticeship,he
succeeded in his desire. His knowledge was allowed on all hand)} to be
supreme, his taste impecahle, flair undeviating. No stone of value, no piece
of goldsmith's work, no specimen of
clinque-cenlo art, was quite sure of its
repute until it had been passed through
the alembic of his judgment; and what
he had once stamped with his own approval, and consented to sell with his
name attached, was sent out into the
world with a certificate of merit that
was worth a small fortune to its pos-

the art sales in Paris, Vienna, Berlin,

you are a greater authority than the
greatest man of the place, and what Mr.
Andrew Andrews of Ixmdon approves
of has a cachet of its own, and one that

goes bpyond its own Merits.”
As he spoke, he took off his glove and
carelesslystroked his mustache. On
his hand glitteredand played in the
changing light an incomparable t at’seye. Never since he had entered the
business had Andrew Andrews seen such
a magnificent specimen of this strange
stone. He looked at it with the connoisseur’s admiration, the collector’s
fascination;but the stranger did not
notice that rapt regard. He was thinking only of his mustache, which he had
evidently the trick of strokingas some
men play with their watch-chains,and
others twirl their sticks with two fingers

ing a sorry kind of business of it. “I
was only a little surprised when you
told me that that pearl was the drop
belongingto the famous necklace of
Lady Lipperley.It is a thing I have
wanted all my life to see, but I have
never been able to trace it. I did not
know who had it.”
“No? Then you could not have gone
very far,” laughed the stranger. “It has
been in the possession of our family for
generations.”
“Of what family?” asked Andrews
anxiously.
“The Von Rascallizof Pesth,” said
the stranger.

“But how the deuce did it travel
there?” said Andrews.
“Oh, the itinerary is easy to trace,”
said the stranger. “A Rascalliz was Ambassador at the court of Anne — don’t
you remember?— when most of the
beauties of the merry monarch had gone
to the shades below, and their fortunes
were in some instances of no more value
than their good looks. Lady Lipperley’s exchequer was one of those which
had run dry. She sold the famous necklace to my ancestor, Maximillian von
Rascalliz,and we have preserved the
precious heirloom from that day to this.
I have the originaldeed of transfer
written in the Latin of that period.
Queer stuff that Latin,” ho said, laughing again, “I question if Cicero could
have fathered it.”
“Have you the necklace here in London,” asked Andrews.
“Surely!” answered Von Rascalliz.
“I never travel without k. Beside,
to tell the truth, I thought of offering it
to your Queen. It seems a pity that
such a precious jewel should belong to
an old bachelor like myself. It ought
to adorn a court.”
“Could I see it before you offer it?”
said Andrews, trembling like an aspen

it is the

Koh-i-noor.It
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air. like a

spoke, too, with a slight foreign accent,
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than

said, speaking

Cholera,
Diarrhoea,
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is a

Sprains

“You are

drunk, Snooks!” said Andrews, coniemptouusly.
He was a coarse kind of man to his
social inferiors,though an oily-tongued
fellow enough to his superiors.
“Sober as a judge, Mr. Andrews, and
a better judge both of pearls and their
forgeries than yon are,” retorted the old
fellow. “Here, see what these ©Id descriptions say ; look at these cuts.
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Where

the deuce were your eyes when you
bought this for a genuine pearl he
added, pointing disdainfullyto one of
the beads, which had a small, microscopic, manufacturedflaw. “Test that
bead, and my life on it you will find it
false. And so they all are. You have
been done,# sir, done; and your famous
Lipperleynecklace is worth only the
price of" a good bit of Palais Royal

Burns

Toothache
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FOR 8ALE BY ALL DRUUUISTS.

dOtfnrtift

jewelry.”

It was in vain that Andrews swore
and raved, abused Snooks like a pickpocket, and vowed he would have the
life of that infamous Von Rascalliz.
Facts are facts, and historical pearls
can be proved as well as titles, and
deeds of transfer in dog Latin can be
forged as well as bank-notes and old
poems. And the fact here was, as
Snooks had said, that Andrews had
been taken in and done for with masterly
success by one of the cleverest workmen
of the great Palais Royal House of
.
There was no help for it. The thing
was undeniable, and the min of his farfamed reputation stared him in the face.
And this was a filing he never could

-

survive.

He took

fciffips

his decision heroically. Bet-

ter lose his

money than

hia cliaracter

judgment— better lie to
the world like a man than be smothered
in ridicule. What Snooks had discovered others might discover,and, when
the thing got wind, where then would
for accuracy of

That terrible scourge,fever and ajfne, and its congener, bilious remittent,besides affectionsof the
stomach, liver and bowels,produced by miasmatic air
and water, are both eradicatedand prevented by the
use of Hoetetter's Stomach Bitters, a purely vegetable
elixir, indorsed by phyridans. and more extensively
used as a remedy for the above class of disorders, as
well as for many others, than any medicine of the age.

be his pride of place as the great art
collector, his purity of repute as the
“Well— yes— under restrictions,” an- unfailing judge and critic?
For sale by all Druggistsand Dealersgenerally.
n« a pivot.
i
swered Von Rascalliz, looking at the
That night the necklace was missing
sessor.'
“You have a fine cat's-eye there,” said collector as a policeman looks at a probfrom its case and the case itself was
With this ambition of being known Andrews abruptly.
able burglar. “You can see it, certain- found broken to pieces in the shop. In
for accurate connoisseurship was natThe stranger laughed in a half- ly, Mr. Andrews; but you understand, the morning, when they came to open
urally that other of getting hold of all pleased, half-deprecatory
way.
don’t vou, that the thing is rather too the place, the assistantssaw the floor
the most famous stones and pieces of
“Yes, it’s well enough,” he said, “but valuableto t>e handed around to Tom, strewn with broken glass, the gilt bars
bric-a-bracthat he could induce the I have finer things than this. Here is
Dick and Harry, indiscriminately? If bent and broken, and that the pearls
present owners to throw into his hands. a gem, for instance, that has not its felyou see it, it must be at my hotel, and had disappeared. Nothing else had
If he knew of any precious bits belong- low in the world,” he added, taking off
under my conditions.”
been abstracted— only the famous Liping to a decayed family of former nota- the other glove and showing the most
“Certainly,
certainly, sir ” said An- perley necklace, for which Andrew’s had
bles, needing more money than heir- exquisitely -engraved emerald; “one of
looms, or to a young scapegrace who the finest and purest periods of antique drews, wiping the perspirationfrom his paid sd royally, and which he expected
upper lip; “at all events, let me see it to sell handsomely.There was a hue
•cared more for a month’s spree than for gem engraving.”
before yon offer it to her Majesty.”
and cry, of course; the police were
-all the rare gems, and cabinets, and pit“ You are rich,” said Andrews, with a
He was impolitic in his eagerness.He called in, and all the servantswere sub4ures, and pottery molderingdown at covetousglance.
feit that he was ; but this was one of
jected to the most rigorous cross-exam“the dull old home, Andrew Andrews
“Think so? TVhut do you say, then, those occasions which come only once ination, which resulted in nothing; and
went round and round that quarry like
to this?” laughed flie stranger, taking in the life of a man, and. he might be ex- then Andrew Andrews advertised his
»* dog scenting a cache, and never rested
from his breast-pocket a small box, cused if he showed too plainly how : loss extensively, and offered a gigantic
nwtil he had got the thing he wanted,
These Remedies act upon the Liver.
wrapped in many envelopes. When he much the matter interested
reward to whomsoever should bring the
fie generally succeeded for ho gave
They act upon the Kidneys.
finally came to the contents, he showed
“But the snuff-box?” said Von Ras- necklace to his place. But neither adThey Regulata the Bowels.
good prices when it suited his purpose.
They Quiet the Nervous System.
the connoisseura pear-shaped pearl of calliz, who took the whole affair with vertisemontnor offered reward produced
He knew how to bribe so as to create
They Promote Digestion.
the most perfect shape and color.
consummate coolness.
any
good
effect.
The
missing
pearls
They Nourish, Strengthen,Invigorate.
the desire to sell ; and he even someThey give Tone, Health and Energy.
“No I haven't it; I sold it last week.” never turned up, and to this hour the
Andrews hold out his hand for the
times bought at a loss that he might
On
which
the polite Hungarian gave mystery of their ’disappearance is unjewel,
but
the
stranger
kept
it
back
HOPS AND MALT BITTERS
keep up his character as the indefatigaare the ORIGINAL and ONLY BITble collector of unique valuables, in with the instinctive action of a man vent to something in an unknown solved. Only Snooks suspects, and AnTERS containingMalt Extract.
tongue, which, if it were not swearing, drews knows, w hat became of that fam•whose private parlor at the back of the who has gone alwut the world, and
Ask your Druggist lor them, and be aura
was
a
very
good
imitation.
ous Lipperley necklace,each pearl of
that the label has on it the four word*
shop you would find things not to ho rubbed shoulders with his kind so long
The next day Andrews went to the which would have made an era in the
HOPS AND MALT BITTERS
had anywhere else in the world. All as to have dropped by the way all false
hotel indicated, where he found Von life of any jeweler to whom it might
in large red letters.
the same, he ground- down the poor modesty as well as trust, sensitiveness
Rascalliz, the pearls, the deed of trans- have been offered. But if hammers
flTTake no other;.£|
devils who sold for need, till he took and inconvenient lielief in human honAt Wholeaale and Retailby all dealers.
fer, and a gentlemanlike looking man, conld speak, that hammer in Andrews’
esty.
He
only
showed
it, lying in the
pretty well all the gilt off their ginger~10 CHESTER 11 EDICTS E CO.,
who was called by the host mon cher, private sanctum could tell its own tale,
oread, and made the transactionfor box which he held tightly in his own
Yoeheafer,A*. I*.
and who said, incidentally, that he, too, ami that well-fed, handsome, polyglot
them rathef a loss than a gain. As, hand; and he did not allow Andrew
having
heard
of
the
famous
necklace,
Greek swindler, feasting his accomhowever, nothing succeeds so much as Andretvi to tbdeh it br examine it
had come to open negotiationsfor it on plices at Bignon’s, would have copfirihed
cuccess, he got his way nine times out closely.
behalf of the fabulouslywealthy Mrs. the disclosuresmade by that general
-of ten ; and Andrew Andrews was known
“That is worth something,if you
— , who made it her boast to carry the smash.— London Truth.
and wide asHhe mah tfc whom to- go like,” lie said, na he reuufolded the box
( A.REED & SDNS’ PIANOS. )
revenue of a nation on her shoulders.
if you wanted to buy a good thing drin its multifariouswrappings, then put
Indeed, things had gone so far when
New Dhiitnted CaUlorue*. 1883. »ent free. Special
respective of cost, or to get rid of one it back in his breast-pocket, rather osA Town That Was.
prices. Agent* wsnted in every county KEMA’ti
Andrews
came
in, that it was only by
TEMPI.K
OF MUSIC, 109 8tet« St, Chicago.
on favorable terms, if your needs were tentatiously buttoning up Ids coat as he
There is something pathetic in the
dint of a handsome personalcommission
not pressing, and ypu were dexteroha in did so.
touch of destiny which rules the existto mon cher that he was able to stop
• the art of angling.
“It is fairly fine,” said Andrews, cauthe sale of the pearls there and then. ence of all oil-obUntry towns, and which
0«n be easilymade with our
tiously.
Now there whs one thing which AnHe did stop it, however, and took a day causes the best work of an old man’s life
Well
Augers & Drills
It was not his way to be enthusiastic
to go down to oblivion after the lapse of
drew Andrews wished above all in the
and a night to reflect on the possibility
over the property of others which he
a few years. There was a grim sarcasm
world to get hold of. This was the
of his own purchase. Von Rascalliz
might have to buy. He turned the
in the push and energy and life of an oilWarranted(he Heat en Earth!
promised to wait his decision before
region city in the height of its brief
ar qoatotaere
make from te M* a day.
either offering the necklaceto the Queen
glory. Pi thole, in Venango county, is a
ful fame— that Lady Lipperiey who
“Fairly fine 1” echoed the stranger, or concluding with Mrs. — ’s agent.
OHIO.
striking illustrationof this irony of fate.
been one of the beautiesof Charles the ) with marked contempt. “I telieve it is But he must make that decision quickTwenty years ago the site of Pithole was
Second’s court; whose portrait Sir ‘fairly fine’ with a vengeance 1 I should ly. Time pressed, and the estate in
covered with wheat-fields, and to-day
Peter Lely had painted as “Venus rising have thought a man of your judgment Hungary wanted the owner’s superviswaving corn and wheat and wild flowers
from the sea,” and whose main article find experiencewould have pronounced ion.
cover the same spot. But between that
of attire in that portrait was this fam- a more fitting verdict than this, Mr.
The ball rolled according to the. col- day and this there arose one of the most
I'liranna’PnrirntlvePtI is roalM New Rich Hlond
ous pearl necklace which Andrew An- Andrews. Fairly fine! I like that! lector’swill. He had longed for this remarkable cities the world has ever add will onmpletelvchange tt blood in the ent re sy,.
tern In three months. Any ne w who will take one pii|
drews coveted as if it had been the Fairly fine! Well, I suppose it is, and moment with a passion known only to seen. Twenty thousand people gathered each
ntgnt fn m 1 to M weeks iiy be retired to sound
•elixir of life itself. As pearls and as a something more to the back of that.”
Sold everywhere,or
those who have dreamed for years of a here in a single year, and, when the health, such a ilung be possi
sent by mall for 8 letterstamps.
“Tfou did not give me time to exam- quosi-impossibilitv,
necklace this jewel was unique. The
and when their great oil wells failed to pour out a tor- I. H. JOII.hMIN A C Doeton, Mass.,
center drop alone was worth a King’s ine it, sir,” said Andrews, a little sulkily. dream is suddenly fulfilled they lose rent of wealth, the gaudy theaters lormerly Mungor, Me.
ransom ; the pearls were well-nighprice“Time enough for an expert like their heads. Ana Andrews lost his. closed, the mammoth hotels became tenless; and the fame of possessing tips yourself to have seen its iperits,” an- He Iwught the necklaceat a tremendous antless and the churches lost their worsplendid and unapproachabletreasure swered the stranger,hastily and some- sacrifice;but he had attained his de- shipers. Banks, newspapers, stores
was of more value in the dyes of An- what haughtily.“The drop of the neck- sire. and the world envied while It ap- and offices ceased to exist almost as sudC JpITAL. *
drew Andrews than half his fortune. lace which belonged to Lady Lipperlev plauded him. He spent a few thou- denly as they were called into being, and
Inventors
and medium
pearl necklace haunted him. — which Sir Peter Lely painted in his sands in advertising his treasure, which the light and l.fe of the famous city went
amounts Id
I’rm-iBiovii, ana
Night and day he thought of •it. and de- famous picture of 4 Venus Kising from he set at a figure that would handsome- out forever. To-day there is but one
Stocks aa ful
ptected a* most
extensive an<
Ineutial operators,
vised schemes as to, first its discovery the Sea’— which all the world knows ly recoup his outlay ; and all London voter in Pithole.
Our success
fully tried, old esof—
which
has
been
engraved
and
defcihlished
.
then possession. He was willing to pay
Try IL Report*
flocked to see the historic necklace that
seniwweklyJ lde::da paidtnantb.
royally for this royal treasure if he scribed scores of times — surely it did Andrew Andrews, the great bric-a-brao
“Johnny,” said the teacher,” a lie can
ly. Send
. ce for explanatory
dreulsrs
-could only secure it; upd, as it was, he not need a very close examination to and art collector,had bought at a prioe lie acted as well os told. Now, if your
past record, i he*.
Divideudai during past thirteeg
spent no small sums in trying to find decide on the merits of such an incom- which mode cautious men wink.
father was to put sand in his sugar and
months oc
la fund *W.71 t*g
•bare. A<j
as FLEMMING *
out where it was. For there was some- parable jewel as that I However, I did
Among the rest came a little snuffy, sell it he would be acting a lie and doMERK11
$ 148 LaSalle
thing of a traditionas to the straigo not come here to discuss my pearl. I shuitiing old fellow, who had more ing very wrong.” “That’s whfit mother
St.. Chi
STOCKS WWel ’ it a Icv-al spent la
way in which it had disappeared from came to ask if you have still in your knowledge of art and stones in his little told him,” said Johnny, impetuously,
Excellent Ladaoeview; and, though known to exist— for possess
«ion that famous Limoges snuff- finger than Andrews had in his whole “and he said he didn't care.” — Ultoeling
pay to a.
box
wl
the pearls had never come into -the
wliich belonged to Richelieu, §nd head. He was a queer, Bohemian, gin- Journal.
leaf.

;
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Railroaders'Relief.

That most comfortable Ticket Office, 187

West street, New York, is presided over by
Mr. C. V. Y. Ward, who thus addressed one
of J our representatives recently:“Some
mouths ago I had rheumatism in my right
arm, and was unable to raisektt.I was advised by a friend to use St. Jacobs Oil. I
did so, and before my second bottle had
been exhausted my arm was perfectlywell."
—Brooklyn Eagle.
Black Bass.
The bass, having hibernated in the
depths during the dead months, come
on to the spawning grounds in May,
and shortly after set about making their
beds, which when finished are shallow
concavities, in diameter about twice the
length of the fish, and from the time of
completion until the hatching of the
eggs are most vigilantly guarded and
kept scrupulously dean. The eggs,
which are attached to the bottom by a
glutinous coating, are batched in about
two weeks after they are dejmited. If
f a pebble or water-logged chip or twig is
' washed on to the bed it is as quickly Removed as is the book of the angler, and
all animate intruders are as summarily
driven off. The infant bass, at their
first hatching,are os black and unpromising as a swarm of polliwogsin a mud
puddle, but they soon disperse and gqpw
rapidly, and early show their blood, for,
long before fall, little fellows an inch
and a half in length may l>e seen chasing rahmows as* big as themselves.
When the spawning season is well over,
and the law off, the bass have returned
to the lake; but in the few days spent
by them in the stream before spawning
and the beginning of the close time the
angler is given a chance to take them
in a perfectly legitimatemanner. Protection has done wonders for the bass, for
all they needed was to let alone during
spawning time, and wherever the law has
been enforced they have greatly increased in numbers. Up to the passage
of a protective fish-law, in 1874, it had
been the common practice with all
who angled, either for pleasure or
J profit, to catch these fish on their
^ spawning-beds in June. Whoever had
eyes sharp enough to spy out these beds
under the tangle of ripplos and knots of
foam in the shallows or beneath the slow
current of the translucent gray-green
depths had only to cast his hook, no matter how unskillfully, masked with a
worm, and the alert parent-fish would
rush to remove the intruder from the
sacred precincts, seizing it in her mouth
and dropping it well outside the l>ed, if
left to have her own way with it. But
just in the nick of time the angler came
in, and, striking, fastened his fish,
which, ten times to one, was hauled
forth at once by a stout pole and line,
without, ri chance for life, to spend her
strength in useless threshingof the daisies and clover. It was not always done
in this butcherly manner, but it was
done in some way by almost every one
who fished at all, and, at best, was a
miserable business.

AUSPICIOUS OPENING

Worlds With Double Suns.
It ha) now been ascertained that many
planets in the uniyene are illuminated
by two suns. While astronomer^ are
certain of the fact, they are puzzled to
account for the orbits of these planets,
which must describe irregular courses in
their revolutions. Tbo sons are often
very differentin their appearance,often
one is yellow and the other purple. It
follows that sunrises and sunsets on such
planets mast be f&r more beautifulthan
here on this earth. The blending of different solar rays must give rise to many
varied phenomena of the natural forces
not known to us. In snob solar systems
light, heat and electricitymust assume
new phases. As yet we are ignorant of
some of the deeper mysteries of the
starry heavens, but it ia wonderful how
much man has found out about the dis-

tant stars.

< The Dead

of China.

human

In view of the myriads of

be-

ings which have livedln China irom time

immemorial, scientists’- say that every
ounce of soil pmst have passed through
the bodies of human beings in that empire, not only once, but hundreds of
times. China is a, densely populated
country and its records are very, very
ancient. If all born were still alive they
would cover the country completely and
extend miles into the air. It is a suggestive idea that the soil of every populous country must represent the remains
of myriads of animated beings who once
lived and loved

THE

B1LIOUN,

dyHjKjpticor constipatedshould address, with
two stumps, for pamphlet, World’s Dispensary Medical Association,Buffalo. N. Y.

Little Eddie T. was sick of gastric fever,
peevish and fretful,but he seemed to want the
idea to prevail that it wasn't much troubleto
attend him. His mamma, while bathing his
brow, soothingly remarked : “What ia home
withouta mother
The young rascal imme-

V"

diately snapped out: ‘'Well, what would
mother be without a home

T

Mexsxax'b Peptonized Exit Tonic, the only
preparation of beef containingita entire nutri-

a Now Dry Goods tious properties.It contains blood-making,
House.
Large wholesale houses usually obtain
prominenceby years of patientindustry,and
Anil Great Success of

do not start off fully equipped with expert
clerks, surplus cash and eager customers,
upon a large business career. Public confi-

dence and popular favor are the growth of
time. The exceptions to this law are phenomcnal and always attract attention by
their novelty. An instance of this kind fs
furnished by the unexampled success of the
new drv goods firm of
‘ BURKE, WALKER A CO.,
occupying the five-storyblock, HO by 106
feet. 25W to 236 Adams street Beginning
business there last January, under exceptionally favorable auspices,their trade has
more than doubled their expectations,and is
increasingbeyond all precedent
Mr. Burke, for the last twenty -five years,
has occupied a leading position in the wholesale trade of Chicago, is favorably known to
the business men of the West, and, by previous training and business experience, is

the

World’s DispensaryMedical Association,
Buffalo, N. Y.

An Irish footman, having carried a basket of
a friend, waited a considerable length of time for the customary fee,
but, finding no present appeared, scratchedhis
head and said : “ Sir. if my master should sav,
‘Paddy, what did the gent’eman give vou?’
what would your Honor have me tell him ?”

game from his master to

_

ssli^Xl0^

Io*

propmto" New

A German actor, anxious to secure some ap-

when they should chip their bands and shout
“bravo " The moment arrived at last, and to
I

his amszementta chorus of nine children called

out: “Bravo, papa, bravo,"

_

COMMON COLDS NEGLECTED

cause one-

deaths. Consumptionlurks in every
cough, often using as a mask the ruddy cheek
and sparkling eye LIU. ita deadly seeds ore
deeply planted In the system. ELLERTS
EXTIIaCTof TAR and WlIJ) CHERRY will
surely cure colds, coughs, ergua catarrh,
bronchialcomploipts,and ward off consumphalf the

.

specially well fitted for this enterprise.
Mr. Walker, for the Inst five years, was the
businesa manager of the great Dry Goods
house of A T. Stewart A Co., in Chicago, and
A physicianin Paris being called to attend a
was trained to the business and familiarized very pretty actress,after duly feeling her pnlse
with the details of a vast dr)' goods trade and looking at her tongue,pronoupoed that
in the New York house. He has added to his
marriage was the only cure. “ You ore single,

tion.

•

,

knowledge of the dry roods trade in the
East a thorough acquaintance with the condition and wants of this trade in the West.
As the firm of A T. Stewart A Co. was retiring from business,they secured the services of a, large corps of their clerks and
salesmen, so that the house thus organized
knew the standing and had the good will of
Western merchants at the stark Importing
largely, they have been singularlyfortunate
in their foreignconnections in selecting one
of the most competent, experiencedand
trustworthy experts in foreign goods at the
head of their European house. Such a combination of favorableconditionsrawly unites
in the persons of so competent men to inaugurate their entrance upon a great mercantile enterpriseos attended the introduction of this new house to the dry goods trade
of Chicago. Both the active partners are in
the prime and vigor of manhood, and good
representativesof the class of merchants
who have given oharaoter,wealth and fame
to Chicago,
With ample capital,abounding industry
and euterprise, courteous and affable manners adapted to make and retain friends, and

are you not, my dear doctor?" she asked.
“ Yea. madam ; but the doctors only prescribe
remedies ; they do not take them,” was the rejoinder.
i
r;

_

.

__

_

UNCLE RAM’S CONDITION POWDERS
should be used by every one owning or having the care of horses, cattle, hogs or poultry.
It Improves the appetite, promotes the
growth, and restores the sick. Sold by all

druggists

EimiTIlH,
Neuralgia,Sciatica, Lumbago, 7
Backache, Sorenen of the Chest,
Gout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swell. ings and Sprains, Burns and

x

Scalds, General Bodily

.

and Headache,

Some genius has invented a telegraph machine which he claims will transmit6.000 words
a minute. It is intendedto supply the demand
for sending the “few brief remarks" of the

Tooth, Ear

stump-speakers. No machine has ever worked
fast enough for that before,— Btijfato Express.

Preparationon earth equals 8r. Jacom On
as a ta/e, sure, simple and cheap External
Berardy A trial entaili but the eomperatlTelj
trifling outlayof 60 feats, end every one euffering
with pain can have cheap and poaltlva proof of Its

TEETHING

DR. WINCHELL’fi
SYRUP is
just the medicine for mothers to have iu the
house for the children. It will cure colds,
coughs, sore throat, ami regulatethe bowels.
Do not fail to give it a trial, you will be
pleased with
uruggista

its

charming effect Sold by

Feet and Ears, and

all

Frosted

other

Pains and Aches.
No

dalma.
DirectJoni In

Eleven Leoguaf

.

*e.

*

SOLD BY ALL DKU00I8T8 AND DEALERS
IN MEDICINE,

all

A.

VOGELER

Sc

CO.,

Baltimore, Md., V.

A.

8.

?iM52

prominent part iu the dry goods trade of the
West. It is the union of active, experienced demanded the guest “ Asparergrass,’’ was
memliers of old, largo aud eminently success- the reply.— Are»o York Commercial Advertiser.
ful houses in a uuw firm, to conduct a business
Ash your physician ami he will tell you
which they thoroughly understand, in n field
in whioh they are well and favorably known. that for all those tonic properties which
strengthen aud invigorate,there is nothing
“What shall my song be fo-night?" said known in the vegetable kingdom equal to
hops. They are a prominent ingredient in
Miss Tibbs at the tea table. “ We are goiug to
have a musicale. I think I shall try ‘ Within a Hops and Malt Bitters.
Mile of Edinboro’.’"“Seemj to’ me," said
Jones, the undaunted, “ I would try something
I could come withia less than a mile of.” Miss
T. says she thinks Lieut Jones is homd.—
Boston Transcript.
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ELASTIC TRUSS
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EgglMton Trust Co., Chlctgo;

Aurelia wants to know if “she should givo
her hand where her heart cannot follow?”
Thunder, no ! Keep your hand and play it for
all there is in it heart or no heart. Lots of
times whoa you haven’t a shadow o( a trump
you can catch him on suit —Hawk-Eye.

1

HU

n l HON! PUT THE Hi
H£ ('hF AT FAMILY

"Yellow Pete."
ooAPr
A gentleman well known in Pittsburgh,
Lydia E. Pinkuam’s VegetableCompound is
Pa, had business relationsin the West In- a perfect specific iu all chronic diseases po' V.ONGENTht
dies, and went over to give the matter his
suliar to women.
If you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated,have
St- 1 D * Y All •!*
frequent headaches, mouth t&sh s bad, poor personal supervisionand attention.He there
»JN A ALT MF'f. '
“ I don't know how it is," said Jack Dnmbappetite, tongue coated, you are suffering from contracted a bilious affection, and his liver
thump,
“
cvervbodv
is
forever
quoting
ignotorpid liver, or “biliousness.’’
Nothing will
was in such a state of torpiditythat it was rance is bliss,' and yet I am not nappy."
cure you so speedilyand permanentlyas Dr.
Pierce’s “Golden Medical Discovery.” By all utterly incapableof performing its functions. “That’s becauseyou’ve just got enough sense
druggists.
He tried many means to bring it back to a to know what a fool you are," commiserativoly
replied a sarcasticneighbor.
Oat up Clubi tor aw
Woman's rights and lefts.— Elderly spinster healthy condition and restore the system to
ZATSD TEAS, and aacare a bsaatlfal
(who is being measured for a pair of boots)
a state of activity, but without success,unThb Howe Beales have all the latestimprove“Kim Ion or Sold BoalT* Ml"
(44 plscta,) oar own laonoruiloa. Oa*
“ And mind that vou make one larger than the
ments. It is true economy to buy the beet.
til one day he was fortunate enough to have
of ihogtbttillfolTm S«U fltsa avas
other." Attendant (with astonishment)
Borden, Belleck A Co., Agents, Chicago,IU.
to in* |»nr Madia* a Clnfc for lU.H. Is war# of tha ao-sallad
The success of f>t. Jacobs Oil through- “ Then they won’t be fellows, ma’am!” E. 8. Burdock Blood Bitters recommended, and
M CHXAF TIAS" Uat ara tola* advartlasd-ib«r are do* fare aa
dslrimtaul lo haalU-alowpolio*. Dsal only with retlahto
out the civilized world is withowt a parallel. fwitb asperity) : “ Certainly not ; I do not like now his health is entirelyrestored. Read
What is the difference between the leader of aad
InuM* oad with Iral bandi If poosttil* No hambtc.
— Richmond (Va.) Southern Planter and fellows, and will have nothing to do with what was his experience.It speaks for it- an orchestra and & hook ready for fishing? One
The Greet American Tea Co., Importer*
ihom."— Judy.
o. Boa
mam viszy st., lav Yaafc
Farmer.
has a baton aud the other has a bait on.
self: “After spendinga few years in Jam-

^
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“I didn't order that whisk -broom," growled
a man in a Nassau street restaurant,pointing
A TREATISE ON HEALTH
to a plate the waiter had just brought. “ Wbv,
LOUIS Q. VOLKMAR,West Farms, New York
that is not a broom, sir ?" “ What is It, then ?’’

Who has not seen the fair, fresh yonug girl
tru unformed in a few months into the pale,
haggard, dispirited woman? The sparkling
even aro dimmed, and the ringing laugh heard
no more. Too often the causes are disorders
of the system which Dr. Pierce's “ Favorite
PiesenpUon” would remedy iu a short time.
ItcmemUr that
Favorite PrescriptiSu,”
will unfailingly cure all “female weskne-ges,''
nnd restore health and beauty. By all druggists. Pend three stamps for Dr. Pierce’s treatl o ou D.seascs of Women (96 pages). Address

whether result of exhaustion,nervous proatootion, overwork or acute disease,particularly if
resultingfrom pulmonarycomplaints. Co*-

iaa

r.

vennor'H iTtMlicuoiis.
Yennor’s predictionsso far have been wonThe charge that some Philadelphia derfully correct He says 1.S82 will lie redruggists do it>t honestly compound membered as a year of great mortality.
prescriptions seems to be borne out by German Hop Bitters should be used by
everybody.

Adulterated Drugs.

aica I returned to this country about played

out

Try ths nsv bn id, Spring Tobacco.

My

complexion was so
changed that they used to call me Yellow
Likely to be a mvrrh maid— the apoth<fcary’i
Good Black or IHlzed, for
Pete. I traveled much and tried everything daughter.—Boston Transcript
pine Black or mixed, tor
I could think of to act upon the liver, but
a. Choice Black or mixed, tor
nothing seemed to do me any good, until
good evidence.“Not long ago,” says
lend for pound
one day I happened to hear of Burdock Blood
one physician,“ one of mjy patients was
then get up a
A codfish was recentlyfound with a small
2
Bitters. I tried it, and consider there is
janttat variety.
suffering from malaria chills, and I pre- bottle of celery salt in his vitals. The introduc- nothing like it My sallow complexion is
ae In Amcr1ca.~Nochromo.-No
Huiubug.Bocae
Ight tuiaioc**.— Value for money.
scribed quinine,but the disease showed tion <ff celery salt into the codfish will no gone, and it has toned up the weak spots in
YOUNG
1’T
WaLMiVftarf
BU,li.l’.gl,.O.Dox
1281.
doubt work a wonderful revolutioninto the
no signs of disappearing. Then I began codfish hall and correct the wood violet flavor my system generally.
nation, addraaa VALBNTIIUE 'BROS, JanaarlUa,Nna. *
“Peter L. Collins,
to suspect something wrong. The pa- f the codfish ham.
A MONTH and board In your county. Mon
“Pittsburgh, Pa.”
tient was taking sugar-coated quinine
or Indies. Pleasant bustlien*,Addresa
Ruch was Mr. Collins’ experience,which is
Don’t
Die
in
the
House.
P. W. Zikulks A CoH Box TV, ClWroge.III.
pills, each pill being supposed to con“ Rough on RatH.’’ Clears out rata, mice, corroborated by hundreds of other Unsoltain two grains of quinine. Upon makicited testimonialsequally as reliable, provroaches, bedbugs, flies, ants, moles, chipmunks,
PREVENT Hog and Chicken Cloleri! TO
ing a quantitativeanalysis of some of gophers, ifio.
ing that Burdock Blood Bitters now supplies
-INto iim cl lima <n Lay Eumn! A Vnlunble
a
want
long
needed,
and
that
as
a
remedy
Di'AHCTCR
the pills I found that thev contained
POri.TKY IHAOKIFUKE! Addreaa,
A. M. LA NO (Core Data Farm), Concord, Ky.
for
acting
upon
the
blood,
the
liver
and'
the
rr.Ncn no uni.
“ Do you know," remarkedan Austin grocer
one-quarter of a grain each. This ia
kidneys it is simply peerless.
S£NO FOR CATALOGUE
rather a large discrepancybetween the to Col. Fizzletop,“that eggs contain five
IF
YOU
W
AMT
TO
HUY
Bold by all drqjggHite.
W^AMMORGAN&aX'L
times more nourishment than any other kind
prescription and the medicine when yon
INDIANAPOLIS.
SILKS.
SATINS
of food?’ “I expect so. You can go withA tounq Wall street broker annoyed evoryconsider that my patient was made to out eating three da; s after only smelling one
At the lowestwholesale prices, write to COLLINH k
bodv within hearing by constantlysinging, “I
|pay full value for the worthless pills. of them. There is no other food quite as nour- wish I were a daisy, ’’until an old fellow shouted JOHNSTON, 757 Broadway. New York.
)The substitutes for quinine were starch ishing as that.”*-r«VM Siftinge.
in a stentorian tone. “I wish I were a cow.”
AND NOT
AMV TJX that
and the cheaper alkaloidsof (he cinWhereuponthe young man asked, “What would fed WlUW'NP Vfly AMY WATCH LJ WEAR OUT.
Making u Itulse.
enr JY bv Watchmakera.by mail, 25 eta. Circular*
you do then?” “Oh," growled he, “1 would
chona bark. I made my patient take
John Hays, Credit P. O., says that for nine chew you no and put a stop to your infernal DULllJ F&KE. J. 8. BIHCH * GO* 18 Day 8L. M.l
my prescriptionsto a druggistwhom I
months he could not raise his hand to his
knew to be honest, and her recovery was head through lamenessin the shoulder, but singing.”— Yetc York CommercialAdvertiser.
rapid.”
•
by the use of Thomas’ Eclectric Oil he was
• Cornu! Corns! Corns!
, free. THE AULTMAN A TAYLOR 00 ManaiUld.a
entirely cured.
Every one sufferingfrom painful corns will
Two Women— A True Story.
be glad to learn that there is a new and painTHE IIEKHHBY
The meanest kind of a mean man is the one less remedy discoveredby which the very vorst
A poor invalid, widowed mother lay suffering on a bed of straw In a shflbby, broken- who, seeing another lying in a hammock, howls
Sofioolof Huslcil Aft,
clads of corns msy be removed entirdv/hr »
down tenement house In one of our large “dng fight.”so that he may see the victim try short time sod withoutpam. Putnam’s PainHERSHEY MUSIC HALL,
to
get
out
of
the
hammock
quick,
and
get
sluug
cities.Two Christianladies called;one gave
less Coen Extuactob has already been used
Chicago, 111.,
shout six somersaultswith mud in his mouth.
EJBSMTI.
her a miaslonary testament and made a long
by thousands,aud each porsou who has given
afforda the moat thoronfb tnatrnotion In all branohaaof
prayer, the other ordered prefer food and
it a trial becomes anxious to recommend it to
Vocal and Initrumanui Masio. ttond for ctoalar
fuel to be given, but, instead of sending a
II. CLARENCE KDUY. General Director.
Dr. Justin Hayes has re-heasedhis present others. It is the only sure, prompt and painphysician, she purchased a bottle of Dr. location for five years. It is centrally located less cure for corns known. Putnam’s Painless
Bteauu w dims Out* gnat organs to
uuysott’s Yellow Dock and Sarsaparillafor at 107 Wabash ave., adjoining the Palmer Corn Extractoris sold everywhere. Wholesale,
beams
dogged or torpid, and poisonous
her. In a few weeks’ time the invalid was House. He has five stories(with elevator) Lord, Btouteubnrgb A Co.. Chicago.
WW humors are Ihtrtforeforced Into ths Uotd
again out washing and ironing. To whom for the accommodation of patients who wish
k4 that shouldbe expelled naturally.
shall we give thanks ? Ask your
your druggist to to remain in the Institute. He has added to
“Yes,” said the Indiana former, “I had to
get it for you.
sell or kill all my dogs. You see, I wanted to
his already elaborate electrical means two
of the latest Improved Static machines. get credit for 16,000, and as long as I kept the
Duriug his twenty years of practicein Chi- dogs folks would think I was poor and untruitType-Writing. '
cago he has brought his combined treatment worthy.”— Boston Post
The copying of legal aiid other docu- into a sytem of practicetruly worthy of the
physically.
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FRAZER

KIDNEY-WORT

AXLE GREASE.

ments with the type-writingmachine is high appreciationthat bis friends aud patrons
have placed upon it
rapidly coming into prominence as a remunerative occupation for women. The
CuHran, the witty Irish barrister,was pleadiwork is peculiarly adapted to their ca- ing the cause of a certain Miss Tickle. The
pabilities, as it demands, instead of Judge was also a bit of a wit, and opened his
•physical,strength, simply a rapid, deli- case with : “ Tickle my client,the defendant,
cate and dexterous use of the fingers, my Lord—” The Judge interrupted him with
“’Tickle her yourself, Curran; you're as well
much like that requisite for skillful able to do it as I am.”
piano playing. Expert manipulators of
the machine can often earn from $10 to
$12 .per day, and sometimes more. No
preliminary education is required, ex- table : “If you eat so much you will die, Billr,
cept the capacityto spell rapidly and and be an angle, but you won't be able to fly
well, though the efficiencyof the type- much.”— Texas Siftingt.
.
aL
writer is much increased by a knowlThose who use Carboline, as now improved
edge of stenography.
aud perfected, tne great petroleumhair renew:

Mr. George 0. Coleman, of Seymour. In<L,
writes : “I have kept Dr. Guysott’s Yellow
Dock and Sarsaparilla in my family for years.
My wife thinks there is no such medicine as
it is. I think it excellent for weakness and
indigestion. We also use it for coughs and
colds and it does not fail us.”

Thebe is % rosebush is a garden in
Lawrence street, Charlestown, Mass.,
whioh bean over 2,000 bads. It is 35
yean old, and coven a space of over 100
“~uare feet

-----
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ar, are always digtmguished by Ufo beautiful
soft texture of the hair produced by the use of
that most exquisite of all toilet preparations..

^

DISEASES,

PUBLIC HER OF TO
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ka of the Praoidaet
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FEMALE WEAKNESSES,

ANN NEKYOCS D1MKDEBS,
\by taming

fm

action +’ (Asm organs «ad|

\mtor\ng their power

to

throw qff dim as.

Why aiffar Blltoss pslss sad sekssf
[ Why tsmsatsd with PUss, CosstlpstlMf
Why frifktsaad evar dlssrdaredKldasyil|
WkyssdsrsBsmes erslek htadackaa!
I

|

world that the hash was made upon honor
wouldn’tconvincethem it was 0. K.

[

Employment for Ladles.
.TitoQueen City Sutpender

„ „

Company of Cl*

_

Denver, Cok, June

6,

Safe Kidney and Liver

Cure.

1881.

F. B.

salaries.Wnte at once far terms
rera eadarire torritoijr.
AddrtM

aaSYm
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KIDNET-WORToJidrejoice In health.

IroUS, for tbaae that cannot readily

Da

I

I

i

CWDacto wtthequal atBetoncy taattherfam.1
| on
it or youe Diuooisr.price Si.ee ]

EldAEMOI

I

WILLS,
A
(WIU aaad the Sry potopaid.)

Semple,

Clerk Aifierioan,Housa

ouTwOWns
Ask your physician and he will tell you
that Cascara is one of the best vegetable
remediesfor Dyspepsia, Constipation and
Kidney difficulties, ft is freely used In the
preparation of Hops and Malt Bitters.

la

MMM»paMkft«to( which makao aix quarto Ml
medicine. Also la lisadd Nana, vary
j

H. H. Warner A Co. : <STr*— I have been
troubledwith kidney complaint for four
yean:. I am now a well man, thanks to vour

Use

IttopMwtBDry YtfftUbloFern,

Thunk fully Acknowledged.

Hlojd-Poiftonlng—An Alarming Discovery.
Half the people are sufferingand may die
from this fatal complaintDiseases of the
kidneys and liver are the principalcauses.
As a cure we can only recommend German
Hop Bitters.— /ournoi of Health.

k UBUIT AND WIT1AIT 0ALLHT Of OKI TOLTOl.

tba

A Denver Alderman spells water with two
t’a. He doubtlessthinks it better to have too
much “t” in his water than too much water in

his't.”

[KIDNEY DISEASES,
liver complaints;)
IFILKS, MHSTIPATieir,URINABY
’

Incredible.

druggist, Ruthven, Ont,
writes: I have great confidence in vour
Burdock Blood Bitters. In one case with
which I am personally acquainted their success was almost incredible One lady told me
that half a bottle did her more good than
hundreds of dollars’ wonh of medicineshe
had previously takea" Price 11.00.
*4

WILL 8URBLY CURB

O.N.U.

Cs-Prefs,

This apace is reserved for the Woman
Christian Temperance Union.

m.

E

<S.

HALL’S
QatarrhPure

A railroad bridge hss been suddenly de-

stroyed by fire, caught from the sparks as
they flew out of the engine.

now due. Away

train is

PUSOEIVEID

Union.

Sanger Ahead!
.

JTJJST

An

express

l«

RBcoirnnandedby PhvileHnil

SI

runs the flagman

SUMMER CLOTHING

SPRING &

00 Hf

W« manutotart tad Mil itwltha positive v

to ware the red signal,reaching the curve

catch the attention of the

just in time to

He

engineer.

a moment

sees in

Boys’ sad

that

danger ahead! He whistles down

there's

the breaks, and the train is soon brought
to a "dead

slope.” The passengers, thank-

view the awful chasm

into

which they had

F.

I CHENEY & CO., Toledo. Ohio.

Sold by ScboatenA Scbepen, Holland.

come so near plunging.

Young men/are you

travelling

on

the

road of sinful indulgence and of sensual
pleasure f I wave the red signal of danger
before you; there's

Are you

an awful gulf

in the habit of

Suits for

Children of 4 years up to suits for full grown Men.

diatrttslngdliMi«,uk vourDrogflitforlLand
Aecarr hoimitatio*oa scsnmrrt It ho
hM not got It, Mad to aa and vo will forward
(mmodlataly. Price,75 oeata per bottle.

ful for their safety, alight from the cars to

SUMMER SUITS.

Young Men’s

Ok

MAH

NOW

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS,
"We "won’t Id© Undersold.

SMO » UHAOQUAINTIO WITH THI OtOOftAPHYOf THIS OOUNTUT WILL (If BY EX A MM IN 0 TMW MAP THAT THE

ahead!

IS

drinking an oc-

casional glass of liquor; of playing cards!

taking Clod's name in vain! I warn

of

A

you— there’sdanger ahead!

lull line of Dress Goods,. Ladies’

Are you often or ever found in the society of

ungodly youths, who laugh

make

mock

a

Etc. Boots and Shoes

at religion

Gossamere

Circles,

in great yarietf;

at sin, seek their pleasure

on the holy Sabbath-day, and strengthen
each other in all forms of iniquity? I warn

Over 600 acres of

you again— there’s danger ahead! Danger

160 acres,

to your undying soul; yes, danger of

timbered land for sale ; also a farm of
man who wants a good farm here is a chance.

first-claiss

for a

eternal damnation!

You may

one

feel very brave as

band

of a

"though hand join in hand the wicked
shall not

be unpunished.”You may

HARRINGTON1,

E. J.

of boon companions in sin; but remember,

to-

H

gether uphold and sustain each other now,

O L L

A.

SST

D,

v,-

Js/HICTI.

but each of you must die alone, and appear
before the judgment-seatof Christ alone,

and be rewarded accordingto the deeds
done

the body. Then,

in

heart endure, or thy
the day that

There

is

Qod

“how can

hands be

thy

strung, in

shall deal with thee?’’

only one way of safety for your

soul, and that way
jected so long, he

is

Christ! Though

re-

waits to be gracious.

still

Come, then, to him, and aU shall be well.

CHICAGO, ROCK

of this excellent work, just

most remarkable and

brilliant array of contents, considering its

nominal price, 75 cents for cloth, $1.00
for

the half Russia binding.

The

most

important features are: Bacon's Complete

no other

Essays.— In

much

writer is so

profound thought to be found expressed in

mysterious literary product of the latter

Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently b*en opened between Richmond,
Norfolk,Newport Newa, Chattanooga, Atlanta,Augusta, N aahville. Louisville,Lexmgi on, Cincinnati,
Indianapolisand Lafayette,and Omaha, Minneapolis and St. Paul and intermediate points.
All Through Passengers Travel on Past Expreaa
Trains.
TlokeU for sale at all prlnoipal Ticket Offices in
the United States and Canada.
Baggage checkedthroughand rates of fare always as low as competitors that offer less advan1 $or’detailedinformation,get
ers of the

and dignity of

c

your nearest Ticket Offloe, or address
R. R.
E. ST. JJHN.

ms

CABLE,
Gm1 M'g’r.

Ylee-Fraa.A

CHICAGO.

Life of Frederickthe Great.— On*

of the

and statesmen of

IRON
_ J

i

_

the world— the real founder of Germany’s

imperial power and glory— sketched by
Macaulay, a

man

of equal

power

and

*

well-made volume, that it
strange

a beautllul,
would seem

did not sell by the hundred

if it

such a volume at such

a price be looked

for? For cataloguesaddress The Useful

Knowledge Publishing company, New
York. For sale in this city by H. D. Post.
"AU the

Ills

that Flesh is Heir to,”

Arising from impurity of the blood, torpid
liver, irregularbowels, disordered kidneys,
etc., can be safely and

speedily cured by

Burdock Blood Bitters. Price $10C.

Of all the remedies on earth that well

there’s

to cure disease, its

fame

Rheumatism, neuralgia, sore

Ibr all diseases
requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Wflnt of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new
II lb to the nerves. Acts like a
charm on the digestive organs,
removing all dyspeptic symptoms,
such as tasting the food, Belching,
Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn,

gists at $1.00 a bottle.

BROWN CHEMICAL

Memos

.

51-ly.

ANEW BOOK

Baltimore,

TESATmUULIFE,

via

late at

j

gllsh Remedy,
an unfailingcure
for seminal weak
ness, S perma-

PARKER’S
HAIH

T. J
!d FIcs

natural color

|

Hot

FLOSESTON

which may end

in

dangerousillness.

Parker’s Ginger Tonic will keep the kiddeys and liver active, and
the attack save

much

and expense. Delay

by

preventing

sickness,loss of time
at

rtf:,.-*

PARKER’S

GINGER TONIC
Aa liviforatiafNedidne that Navtr latoxlcatw
This delicious combination of Ginger. Buchu,
Mandrake, Stillingia.and many other of the best
vegetableremedies known, cures all disorders of
the bowels,stomach,liver, kidneys and lungs, & is
The Best and

All hard workers are subject to bilious
attacts

COLOGNE.
An .iqnlilulyfra(taal perfume with
•icepllonally
laiUag

to 8a?e.

such times means

danger.— Zfcfrwf Press. See other column.

den. Past. Agt.,

Chlcngo.

of Self

III.

Chicago,!!!,

Abase ;!as

VFORf TAIIMfl.ifnVvels^Us?!’-^1
Taking.
tude. Pain in the Rack, Dimness of Vision, Premature Old Ago. and many other Diseases that
lead to Insanityor Consumption and a Premature Grave.
«rFull particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one. The
SpecificMedicineis sold by all drngj 1st
per
package, or six packages for fi5, or will he* sent
free by mail on receipt of the money, by ad-

til
Steamers leave

at

dressing THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
For Sale

in

_

These elegantsteamers connect at Milwaukee

GRAND

BOOT

& KRAMER

8amt Csigh C«n

Evtr

UMd.

If you are suffering from Female Complamtt,
Nervousness,Wakefulness,Rheumatism Dyspep.
sia, ace or any disease or infirmity,take ParkeTE
Ginger Tonic. It will strengthenbrain and body
and give you new life and vigor.

leave
RAVEN for CHICAGO dally at
8:8n o’clock; returning leave Chicago, evenings at
7 o’clock.

Round

lOO r>OXiXiA.KS

Paid for anythinginjurious

found in Ginger Took

or for a failure to help or cure.
Me. and |t .!«•• at drain* la drvf*. Larr. mvtngboTiey
|1 81m. Smd for cirmlarto IlHSW A Co., 1U

WaJk^.T.

5.00

In addition to our complete block of
and Cigars we have

W. F.

HUMPHREY,

Jewelry,

etc., etc.

I keep a full line of Spectacles, which are the
beat in the market.

Agent.

News
~^TH£ ONLY — ^

Holland Ciiy

added

Dry Goods

ENGLISH NEWSPAPER

For which we solicit a share of theftrade.
We will serve all customers to the best of
our ability, and by prompt attention and
fair treatment endeavor to merit our
share of the patronage of the people of $
this city and vicinity.

Printed in the .Southern part of
Ottawa County.

SUBSCRIPTION,
1

.50 per year

in

advance $1.50

GIVEKUS A CALL.
bring your

Butter and Eggs.

W E will pay the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia,Sick Headache,Indigestion, Constipationor Costlvenesswe cannot
cure with West's Vegetable Liver Pills, when the
directions are strictly compiled with. They are
purely Vegetable, and never fall to give satisfaction. Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing 80
Pills, 25 cents. For sale by all Druggists.Beware of counterfeitsand Imitations. The gennine
manufacturedonly by JOHN O.
CO.7
“The Pill Makers.” 181 A 188 W. Madison 8L
Chicago. Free trial package sent by mail pre
aid on receipt of a 8 cent
33-ly

WK8T&

BOOT & KRAMER.
18-tf

No trouble to show goods.

Watches and

Clocks,

sold below Gland Rapids prices.

GIVE

ME A CALL.
WYKHUYSEN.
1882.
H.-

Holland, Mich., July

20,

24-ly.

Nervous Debility:
A Cure Guaranteed.
Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment:a
Hysteria, Dlzalness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache,Mental Depression, Loss of Memspecific for

MOO REWARD.

1E82

Watches, Clocks,

:

Subscribe for the

Groceries, Tobaccos

4tb,

1

$3.00

Trip,

28-

Provisions.

Holland,Mich., May

%

For further Information inquire of Z. O.
WIN80R. or at the D., G. H. & M. Railway office,
Grand Haven.
Prompt attention given to repairing.

Groceries and

Tamers

P^i

Dall5r

with Goodrich’s Lines Steamers for Chicago,
Racine, Sheboygan,Manitowoc, Green Bay,

No. lOfi Main Street.Buffalo.N. Y. Escanaba,etc.
Bollandbylleber Walsh. 52-ly ,

and

prevtntibaldness
50 cnU and |l
(bee at dnufUU.

medicinesold.

(

Pru'l it Gen'l

Diseases that fallow as aseqnence

dandruff, restores

other remedies have failed. We consider

cating properties.

-dealer In-

POTTER.
PERCEVALLOWELL,
.Mannoer,

lets. Removes

rheumatism that have been cured when

perfume, cleanliness and dandruff eradi-

H.WYKHUYSEN

luxury, Instead

officesIn

about Rates of>TWj
Fan-. SleepingCara,^
etc . eliri-rfn|v given by

torrhea, Impotency, and all

fumed and harm-

Thomas Eclec“One man was cured of

its

all

WYNHOFF.
1881.

VA^r

-Dealerslin-

in writing of

Balsam, which is much admired tor

New

and

Canada.

A perfect drew

safely regained by using Parker’s Hair

JJQ FEEQ,

D U(R

KANSAS CITY

ing, elegantly per

Beauty Regained.
The beauty and color of the hair may be

FL

^:5^7i^BLins

throat,

letter from P. 0. Sharpless, druggist,

the best

Gal
replenished, kept fresh and full.
veston,

Dallas,

I

Md.

one bottle.” We have a number of cases

it

Kan^S^/^son,

Arlrona,

FARE, berth included,

sore throat of eight years’ standing with

of

Nebraska,Missouri.
sas, New Mexico,
tana and Texas.

Revealingthe secretsof the Stage. Green Hoorn,
A
and Circus Tent. Ptivaie and public lives of
noted actors and actresse<. their profesilonalwork
is also kept constantly on hand.
aud summer vacations; amusing sketches and
The highest prices is paid for hotter and eggs
thrilling tragedies; the Black Art revealed, how
This Uonte has no superiorfor Albert
and other Country Produce.
men eat fire, women are fired from cannons, heads
are cut off, etc. “Ma nee Mashers’'and giddy
ballet girls; how actors and actresses aVe made;
ancient and modern m nstrosltles;wonderful seCall
see our
Goods.
crets of transformatlo i scenes. History of the Railroad In the World for
Drama from the earliest days down to the present all class***of travel.
time. Most thrilling an l entertaining book now
Mr. H. Werkman will remain in the
In the field. Astound ng revelations!TVnth
store as heretofore.
strangerthan fiction! K5 portraits,engravings,
and colored plates! 8e l on sight. Everybody
B.
wants It. Grandest opp ulnnlty ever offered to
All connect lous made
Holland. Sept. 22,
83-6m.
those desiring pleasant an I profitable employment.
In Union
Other pnbllehers are offer ng thousands of dollars
Depots.
for cont re I of territory. Illustrated circulars and
full particularsfree, or send 50 cents In mnnev or
Through
stamps for complete canvassingoutfit,to Ills.
and you 'will
TOiUCAL PUBLISHING CO., 602 N. 4th St.. St. Tickets
find traveling a
Louis,
2S-4w. CelebratedLine fo

w

F&ots.

tric Oil, says:

And

7er the Thrilling Hev Book

Chicago Line Steamers

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
81—

Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.

Marion, Ohio,

Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns,

Etc., Etc., which we offer for ssle at Very low
Uic 8HOBTEST, QUICKEST and prices.Our motto is: “Quick Sales and 8ma
Profits.’’
Hm to 8t. Joseph, Our lock of CROCKERY Is large and complete,
points In lowaT^^^^VfcAtchlaon. Topeka, Dent- and onr stock of GROCERIES Is constantly being

ANEW SUBJECT!

ON

BALSAM.
A

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

CO.

8m that all Iron Bluer, an made by Baowa Chemical
Co. and hare crowed red line, and trad, mark on wrappaa

asthma, bronchitis, diphtheria, etc., are
all cured by

DRY GOODS,
PRINGIPAL+LINE

a certain cure

none can throttle. Its merits are

not In the puff, but are inside the bottle.

have added a complete stock of

Buffalo.N.Y.

Soldin Hollandby D. R.

BROWN’S IRON BITTERS are

commands especial mention. For

wondrous power

We

get full particulars.
Price, Specific,$1 per package,orsix packages
for $5. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO.,

GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
MARK The Great En-TRADC

may claim attention, Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil

_

TRAOI

etc. The only Iron Preparation
that will not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Drug-

Honorable Mention.

EIGHTH STREET.

the U. 8. and

thousand.We hardly need add that this
is one of the results of Mr. Alden’s “Literary Rebellion,”for where else could

M.Huizenga&Co

Mo.

brilliancyin the field of letters. These,

with other selections, form

AVTBB

early

AGENTS

0llOWH$

in combination not

greatest of the warriors

Oea'I Tkt. A Pass. Ajt.

master of

elsewhere equaled In all literature. The

SUCCESSOR TO

grave. The
SnecIflcMedi
cine is being
nsed with
wonderfulsuccess.
Pamphelts aent free to all. Write for them and

WANTED

and wisdom, simplicity

style,'

the Maps and Fold-

WYNHOFF

B.

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,

American prose. The Words of Washing^
ton.— Patriotism

an

New and

of the eighteenth century. The
Sketches of Washington Irving. The
of the great

EoropeanReieilf-Dr.
J. B. Slopsoi’i

Mcue.

part

incomparablework

Mmt

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

by the ahorteat route, and carrying paaaengera,
without ehange of oara, betweenChicago and Xanisteciflc
ana City, Counoil
Counoll Bluffs.
Bluffs.Leavenworth.
Leavenworth,Atohlson,
Minneapolis and Bt. Paul. It connects in Union
Depots with all the principal lines of road between
the AUantio and the Paoiflo Oceans. Its equipment is unrivaled and magnificent,being composed
of Most Comfortable and Beautiful Day Coaches,
ory. Palm In
Magnificent Horton Beolining Chair Cars, PullBirORB.
Back or Side
man’s Prettieat Palace Bleeping Cart .and the Beat
Line of Dining Cars in the World. Three Traina and diaeapea
between Chicago and Missouri Biver Point*. Two that lead to
Traina betweenChicago and Minneapolisand St.
Conaumpt’n
Paul, via the Famous
Insanity and

At

such splendid language. The Letters of
Junius. The most famous and most

TO

RT

Celle tbe attentionof trevelereto the central poeltlon of ita line, oonneotlng the Eaat and the Woat

A

issued, contains a

PACIFIC

&

* “ALBERT LEA ROUTE."

Cyclopedia of Choice Prose.

Volume one

BLiHD

stamp.

ory, Spermatorrhoea,Impotency,Involuntary
Emissions. PrematureOld Age, caused by over-exertion,self abnse, or over-Indnlgence. which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure recent cases. Each box contains one month’streatment. One dollar a box, sfx boxes for five dollars;
sent by mall prepaid on receipt of price.
We guarantee six boxes to core any case. With
each order received by ns for six boxes, acornpanled with five dollars, we will send the purchaser our written guarantee to return the money
If the treatmentdoes not effect a cure. Guarantees Issttedonly when the treatmentis ordered
direct from ns. Address JOHN C. WEST A CO.,
Sole Proprietors,181 A 188 W. Madison St., Chicago, HI. Sold by D. R. Meengs,Holland, Mich. 33-ly

